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Throu^out the ages, much interpretative effort
has been put forth to clarify the meaning and signif-
icance of worship. This fact stresses the importance
of the subject more than it emphasizes differences of
opinion. Although the casual conclusion v/ould be that
there is no agreement about worship, a close analysis
reveals no final dissent as to the fundamental factors
involved in this mystical activity.
It is important, of course, to remember that
worship is neither religion nor philosophy. It is an
entity within itself— Incorporated into both of these
mighty forces, but synonymous with neither of them.
Of necessity, also, one must bear in mind the differences
and relationships between corporate and individual
worship
.
This is a day when men are feverishly searching
for any basis of unity. Is it not feasible that a
greater understanding of worship could help to integrate
world-wide purposes? In a recent radio address the
Archbishop of Canterbury made the statement: "There is
one thing, and one thing alone, that can save the
world from complete chaos and collapse— and that
one thing is worship."
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There have been twenty-three religions, five main
philosophies, and manj’' exponents of all of them; but
Kan’s final conclusion is that all true existence is
Spirit. In worship such a conclusion finds its perfect
expression.
In the writing of this thesis it is my purpose to
discover, by a study of the existing religions. Just
what are the component parts of worship as manifested
in different parts of the world. The main question to
be answered is simply; ”Is the spirit of worship the
same in all religions? Are the differences in religions
due merely to confusion about beliefs and doctrines?”
If the spirit is the same, could we not concentrate on
the points of similarity in the expression of that
spirit, and thus find some basis of unity for all men?
The knowledge itself that similarities exist could
do wonders in the broadening of our sympathies. Hariy
Emerson Fosdick confirms this possibility by saying;
"Something can be done at once by all of us;
We can shift our emphasis from religion’s
local peculiarities to its universals. Every
religion has both aspects ... .The more religion
centers its emphasis on the universals, the
more unifying it becomes; the more it plays
up and stresses its local peculiarities, the
more it disrupts and alienates.” (1)
(1) Harry Emerson Fosdick, Home Journal, Vol. LXIV, No. 4,
page 40.
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Finding the similarities, or "universals”
,
is the
main part of this project. Analyzing the significance
and meaning of worship is necessary, however, in order
to maintain the right focus for research.
Source material regarding the history, origin, and
beliefs of the eleven existing religions is unlimited.
The principal difficulty is in finding facts about the
corporate worship which distinguishes each religion.
Therefore, a survey questionnaire has been prepared and
sent out to thirty-five people who are authorities about
the countries included in this study. The questions of
this survey are all matter-of-fact, and ask for practical
information which is not readily found in books.
This thesis has been planned and is being written
for more than scholastic credit. Spiritual purpose must
motivate every moment of research, and the writing of
it must exact a toll in intensity of personal application.
Spiritual energy, as well as mental energy, is needed
to approach the vast implicaticns of this subject.
However, one of the greatest compensations for this
effort will be a new appraisal of one's own personal
values.
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The fundamental necessity for the opportunity to
v/orship is an inherent characteristic of human nature.
It is with the perception of this spiritual necessity
that religion begins. A person may live and die without
consciously recognizing this principle, but yet its
power is inevitable in every man's life, (1)
Ifeligion itself has been defined as the "response
of the creature to the Eternal". (2) Certainly, the
important role of religion in the history of the v/orld
cannot be denied. Ken's hearts and minds have nowhere
found security equal to that of individual understand-
ing and expression of religion. "The man who demands
a reality more solid than that of the religious con-
sciousness, seeks he does not knov; what.. There is
nothing more real than v/hat comes in religion," (3)
(1) Evelyn Underhill, V/orship (Nev^ York, 1939), p,4
"Universal instinct to v/orship means the latent
recognition of a metaphysical reality, standing
over against physical reality, which men are
driven to adore, and long to apprehend."
(2) Ibid., p.ll
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Probably only about one-fourth of life is intelli-
gible to nan, and this proportion becomes meaningful only
as it is understood in relationship to the other three-
fourths. This is where i-eligion may fulfill its highest
function in giving to man something in which he may entire-
ly lose himself and thus become oriented and adjusted
to his own place in a mysterious universe.
"Religion is the chief differentiating characteris-
tic of man.,,. In the history of m.ankind there never has
been a tribe of men without some form of religicn. Even
the bush men of Central Australia and the Indians of
Patagonia, who represent the lowest forms of existent
human life, cherish some belief in the spirit world and
engage in some kind of worship,.,. Man is convinced that
he stands in certain super-human relations, and is
satisfied that he has received needed super-human help, (1)
The universal nature of religion cannot be ignored.
Its universality is comprised of several factors: it is
partly intellectual, partly emotional, and partly an
act of the will. It is even more than such a subjective
experience, for it also involves, or has reference to,
an object of faith and cf worship.
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Thus, in a man's recognition of vrorship principles
vie find the inception of his religious ideas. In deference
to a reality so great we may well ask, "Exactly vihat is
v;orship?" Many religious philosophers have attempted
an answer, but like all truly great things, its definition
remai ns e lusive
.
One person speaks of it as the "responding to the
giving and the calling of God," (1) Von Ogden Vogt writes:
"Worship is the celebration of life." And then he con-
tinues later: "Take all your thoughts and all your exper-
iences of life, roll them together, think them together,
and enjoy them in the highest and purest way." (2) This,
he feels, is the true principle of v/orship. E.S. Simpson
asserts that v/orship is a "response, active and corporate,
to the fact of God's love''." Henry Slane Coffin builds
his definition about the important function of prayer,
calling it "worth-ship" or "giving God His v/orth."
Observed from the psychological point of view, wor-
ship means to approach or seek relations v/ith the divine,
(3) or as any exercise through which man feels he comes
into special relation with divinity. (4)
(1) E. Goldsworthy, Plain Thoughts on Y/orship (Chicago, 1936)
p . 12
,
(2) V.C.Vogt, Modem Worship (New Haven, 1927), 1. 15,
(3) F.L. Strickland, Psychology of Heligious Experience
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A more practical every-day interpretation is that
v;orship "does not take us from our daily life and problems
as an escape, but rather enables us to hold up in the li.^t
of the presence of G-od our complete life v/ith all its joys,
all its problems, all its frustrations, all its sorrows,
and all its triumphs. Thus we find release, forgiveness,
vision of the reaches of the will of God, and power to go
forth V7ith our fellows to do His will," (1) An imagin-
ative definition is that to worship "means to open to God
the doors of our hearts and to commune v/ith Him, " (2)
Probably the most easily understood by the modem
person is the explanation that "Worship is that rhythm
in life which throv/s emphasis upon v/hat is essential and
of enduring significance to us. Worship is the lunge
toward reality. It is the conscious effort to throw off
the sham, the superficial, the trivial and sordid frustra-
tions that gather about in daily associations," (3)
But these definitions are not enough. They are
merely suggestions of an experience in the religion knov/n
to the world as Christianity. Is there no definition which
v/ould also apply to the millions of other people living
in this world today?
(1) E.K. Ziegler, Bock of Worship (New York, 1939), p.25.
(2) Ibid., p.43.
(3) A.Keland, Node rn Nan '
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LCore and more we become convinced that there is too
much confusion about the difference between religion and
v/orship. What we commonly have in our mind when we speak
of religion is "a definite set of doctrines, of a more
or less metaphysical character, formulated in a creed and
supported by an organization distinct from the state.” (1)
Plowever, other v/riters associate the term of religion
more closely with worship. Sir James George Frazer
says simply: ”By religion, then, I understand a propitiation
or conciliation of pov;ers superior to man which are be-
lieved to direct and control the course of nature and of
human life." (2) Edward Carpenter looks at the picture
subjectively: "In man, the positive, content of religion
is the instinctive sense— v/hether conscious or subcon-
scious-- of an inner unity and continuity with the world
around. This is the stuff out of which religion is made. "(3
Kahil Gibran, the Syrian poet-philosopher, also holds
the practical viev/point of the meaning of religion.
"Is not religion all deeds and all reflection,
and that which is neither deed nor reflection,
but a wonder and a surprise ever springing in
the soul, even while the hands hev/ the stone
or tend the loom?
(1) G. L. Dickinson, The Greek Viev/ of Life (New York, 1907),
chapter 1.
(2) J.G. Frazer, The Golden Boupji (New York, 1922), Chap. 4.
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7/ho can separate his faith from his actions,
or his beliefs from his occupations?
Who can spread his hours before him, saying,
'This for God. and this for myself; This
for my soul, and this other for my body?'
All your hours are wings that beat through space
from self to self.
He who wears his morality but as his best garment
were better naked.
The wind and the sun will tear no holes in his sk\n.
And he who defines his conduct by ethics imprisons
his song-bird in a cage.
The freest song comes not through bars and v/ires.
And he to whom v/orshipping is a window, to open
and also to shut, has net yet visited the
house of his soul whose windovrs are from
dawn to dawn.
Your daily life is your temple and your religion.
ViThenever you enter into it take with you your all.
Take the plough and the forge and the mallet and
the lute.
The things you have fashioned in necessity or for
delight
,
For in revery you cannot rise above your achievements
nor fall lower than your failures.
And take vrith you all men:
For in adoration you cannot fly higher than their
hopes nor humble yourself lower than their despair
And if you would know God be not therefore a
solver of riddles,
xRather look about you and you shall see Him playing
with your children.
And look into space: you shall see Him walking in
the cloud, outstretching His arms in the
lightning and descending in rain.
You shall see Him smiling in flowers, then rising
and waving His hands in trees." (1)
(1) Kahil Gibran, The Prophet (Hew York, 1944), p,43.
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In this quotation from Gibran there is an expression
of ’’prayer without ceasing”. It is interesting to note
that although he emphasizes worship at the loom and at
the plough, he does not overlook the Importance of seeing
God "v/alking in the cloud, outstretching His arms in the
lightning and descending in rain,” It is a reminder of
Thomas Carlyle’s classic statement: ’’Wonder is the
basis of worship.” (1) This idea is further confirmed
in the book called ’’The Roadmender ” by Michael Fairless:
’’Perhaps we are never so receptive as v;hen with folded hand
we say simply, ’This is a great mystery’”. (2)
This ’’wonder” basis for worship is, of course, the
ordinarily accepted foundation for its meaning. In direct
antithesis, however, is the strong statement made by
Paul Harris in a recent lecture: ’’The theological
scientist is a menace who concentrates alone on v^rorship
when 14 million children are starving,” (3) The inference
of such a straight-forward challenge cannot be ignored.
However, such a statement immediately brings its ov.n
amplification by the reminder that if men had kept the
(1) Thomas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus Book I (New York, 1899)
Chapter IV
(2) Michael Pairless, The Hoadmende r (London, 1937),
p . 43
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8first commandment, the worship commandment— "Thou shait
have no other gods before me"-- there would have been no
need of writing the other commandments concerning the
rights and duties of man in relation to other men.
Sir Lewis Morris assumes the prophetic role in his
idealistic lines about the future of religion:
"There shall rise from this confused sound of voices
A finner faith than our fathers knew,
A deep religion which alone rejoices
In worship of the Infinitely True." (1)
So many religions have adopted only one form, either
subjective or objective, as their basis of worship. Some
people would reduce the world to two mutually exclusive
elements-- God and self— and permit no reconciliation or
mediation between them. Fenlon puts this dilemma into
words; "There i s no middle course; we must refer
everything to God or to self; if to self, we have no other
God than self; if to God, we are then without selfish
Interests, and we enter into self-abandonment." (2) Too
much evidence of a negative nature on both sides, however,
convinces us of the necessity of including both subjective
and objective elements in our understanding of this vital
part of religion.
(1) Sir Lev/ls Morris, Poems "Brotherhood", Stanza I.
(2) Quotation copied from W. Sperry, Reality in Worship
(New York, 1926), p. 89
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Archibald Davison plainly states his conviction that
of the two orders— subjective and objective— ’’one
revolves about God as the animating center-- is religious--
while the other is ethical and concerns itself v/ith man.
Indeed, the more v/orship points av/ay from earth the greater
is its power.” (1)
Objective worship is based on the various ideas
accumulated through the ages concerning the Supreme Control.
All objects of worship have been found to possess five
characteristics
•
1. They are superhuman in character and in power.
2. They are supersensuous or invisible.
3. They are controlling.
4. They are responsive to efforts of human beings.
5. They are worshipful or adorable, arousing
emotions such as awe, reverence, trust,
obedience, or submission.
On these five facts all existent forms of objective
worship are based.
But, as we have already assumed,- worship must also
include subjective elements. It must also meet the needs
of man. Just what are the practical functions of worship
in man’s behalf? The functions are as varied as the
personalities Involved, At the very base of corporate
worship is the worship by the individual. ’’The inter-
relation of the individual and the institution is a
(1) Archibald Davison, Protestant Church Music in America
(Boston, 1933), p, 34,
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generic problem, always the same v/hatever its specific
statement. The dual subject of personal religion and public
worship cannot be isolated from the^ total problem." (l)
Worship may be the product of any number of subjective
motives. It may be the result of a person’s feeling of
duty toward tradition, to parental loyalty, to children
and community, or toward himself. Some people may worship
purely for the pleasure derived from attending services,
for the instruction and mental stimulation received, for
the warmth that comes from crowd-participation. Others may
worship to find release from a hurried, distracting daily
routine. There are an unfortunate few who go to the house
of God thinking they are motivated from the highest of
religious feelings, when in reality they are merely
sentimentalists, and enjoy the emotional stimulant of a
service. Finally, there are those "who worship God because
they love Him and trust Him. He helps them to live at
their highest. But the motive for their worship is not
so much to get help from Kim as to find in Him that w^hich
completes their lives, makes them whole and worth-while." (2
Hone of these motives of worship should be condemned.
Instead, let the worship become such a reality that all
(1) W. Sperry, Reality in Worship (New York, 1926), p. 7.
(2) E. Goldsworthy, Plain Thoughts on VJ orship (Chicago, 1936
p. 24,
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lesser motives v;ill be discarded for the only true
purpose. It must be remembered that there are people in
all stages of religious grovfth. There are a few who
worship knov/ing and feeling the reality of God and of
the religious life. They are seeking an expression of
their honest feelings. Then, there are some v/ho have had
at some time experienced the confidence of religious cer-
tainty, but have for the moment lost it. They are locking
for religious inspiration and assurance. Finally, there
are those v/hc are immature and inexperienced in religion.
Worship must minister to all of these groups.
The importance of corporate worship in contrast to
personal worship must not be overlooked. "The corporate
life of worship has an importance far exceeding the personal
salvation or blessedness of the individual worshippers
or the devotional opportunity which it gives them. It
stands for the total orientation of life towards God;
expressed both through stylized liturgical action, and
spontaneous common praise," (1)
One popular misconception is that worship exists
primarily for the sake of changing "God’s disposition
to m.an. The masses of humanity regard man as the caller
and God as the responder," (2) Of course, we do not know
(1) Underhill, Vv' or ship , p. 84.
(2) Goldsworthy, Plain Thouf^hts on Worship
,
p. 12.
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what worship means to God, but ve must have faith to
believe that to Him the highest act of mankind is
significant
.
Purely subjective v/orship is not soimd religious
psychology. "That in which we discover only identity
with ourselves cannot satisfy us permanently. 1/Ve tire,
eventually, of ourselves. It is just this perception of
identity with ourselves and difference from ourselves
in the being of God, and the conflicting moods v/ith
which we meet that reality, that makes us understand what
is meant by loving God, Religion cannot thrive permanently
upon self-consciousness v/ithout reference to objective
reality." (1)
Albert Palmer writes in this connection*
"If anyone says, in a critical mood, that
worship is something offered to God, and not
something done in behalf of man, I can only
fall back on Jesus’ great v/ord about the
Sabbath, that it was made for man. In like
manner must we not believe that He who taught
men to pray would approve a recognition of
the healing, comforting, creative power of
prayer as in no sense derogatory of its
value to God, as any reverent and thoughtful
man must recognize,-- but like all other duties
well and cheerfully performed, it also becomes
in turn a help to man." (2)
True worship must be based on the two great fundamen-
tals of the power of God and the needs of man. Neither phase
(1) Sperry, Reality in Worship
, p, 102.
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should be overlooked nor neglected. The discriminating
point is that v/e should treat subjective matters in an
objective fashion. Our responses are necessarily sub-
jective, but the truths remain forever objective. This
interjects the interesting philosophy that a fact is far
different from a truth. Subjective v/orship emphasizes
the facts of man's human needs. Objective worship stresses
the truth of God's power. During recent years less
emphasis has been given to the difference of objective
and subjective vmrship, Heligious leaders are convinced
that man can approach God only through human experiences.
Humanity is always the only medium through which we may
reach or approach any understanding of divinity.
In summary, therefore, v;e find that v/orship is
an instinctive process by which all men reach toward
some higher understanding of the mysteries of life.
This experience may be subjective and concerned only
v/ith the needs of man: it may be oipjective and directed
toward the source of worship: or it may culminate in
the completeness of true worship which combines both
psychological factors.
Hov/ then, (is the next question) is this meaning
of worship incorporated in all the religions of our world?
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THE SETTING OP WORLD WORSHIP
Is there any one place where all religions may
stand together in agreement? If there is such a
place, does it not seem possible that worship is the
prevailing spirit of that realm?
There are so many varying emphases in the con-
ception of what religion really is.
In brief outline they are:
(A) The Intellectual emphasis
"Religion is a mental faculty or
disposition, which Independent of,
nay in spite of, sense and reason,
enables man to apprehend the In-
finite under different names and
under varying guises," (1)
(B) The Moral emphasis
"Religion is the recognition of
all duties as divine commands," (2)
(C) The Emotional Emphasis
"The essence of religion is the
feeling of absolute dependence," (3)
(D) The Worship emphasis
"Religion is the v/orship of hl^er
(1) Muller, Maxi Introduction to the Science of Religion
1882, p. 13.
(2) Kant, Immanuel. Critique of Practical Reason , p, 226
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powers from the sense of need.” (1)
(E) The Self -Advantage emphasis
’’Religion rests, above all, upon the
need of man to realize an harmonious synthesiii
between his own destiny and the opposing
influences he meets in the world,” (2)
(F) The Social Emphasis
’’Religion is the consciousness of the
hipest social values,” (3)
{ G) The Individual emphasis
’’Religion, therefore, as I now ask
you arbitrarily to take it, shall mean for
us the feelings, acts, and experiences
of individual men in their solitude, so
far as they apprehend themselves to
stand in relation to whatever they may
consider divine.” (4)
(H) The Supreme Idealizing Process
’’Religion is the appreciation of an
unseen world, usually an unseen company;
and religion is also whatever seems
clearly to be moving toward such an
appreciation, or to be retxirning from
it. Or perhaps, it might better be
described as man’s whole bearing toward
what seons to him the Best or Greatest.” (5)
(I) The Emphasis attempting to include the others,
”By religion is meant the life of man in
his superhuman relations; that is, his
(1) Kenzies, A. History of Religion, p. 13.
(2) Reville, Albert. Religions of Non-Civilized People .
Chapter 2.
(3) Scribner, Ames, Psychology of Religious Experience .
Chapter 7.
(4) James, Wm, Varieties of Religious Experience , p, 31,
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relation to the power on v/hich he feels
himself dependent, the authority to
which he deems himself responsible, and
the unseen being with v/hom he is capable
of communing. In the ideal of religion—
dependence, responsibility, sind communion
belong together.” 'vl)
Robert Ernest Hume, from whose book. The World
*
s
Living Religions ” (New York, 1931) the foregoing outline
was borrowed, has also Indicated the many different










Other suggested approaches are the geographical
and racial,
’’Every religion has its origin in the racial
experiences of a people. Every one has a
history, and the history of each differs. This
history is the history of the people #io
gradually, through hundreds or thousands of
years, have built up their belief out of their
needs and experiences, their sufferings and
successes, their defeats and victories,
A careful stu^y of any religion will reveal
how it has changed as the life of the people
(1) Brown, Adams, Christian Theology in Outline .
p. 29,
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has changed. It is natural that each
should take on the characteristics of
the people around whose culture it
developed. The surprising thing is that
the world’s living religions are so much
alike in many respects. Considering
the great diversity of cultural develop-
ments throughout the world, it is a
wonder that the religions of mankind are
at all alike. One explanation is that
the religions of today were cradled in
the East and began with people who were
much alike. Then, too, religion is one
of the most conservative factors in
human history. While people will change
their political and social life radically
over a period of time, they change their
religious beliefs slov/ly.” (1)
However, we find that in the world’s existing
religions there are certain fundamental similarities.
As far as doctrines are concerned these are some of the
common beliefs;
1. Some individual possessing divine qualities
and claiming the veneration of all.
2. A Supreme Being has become flesh and dv/elt
among men.
3. The founder of the religion was of supernatural
origin
.
4. Each claims to be the avenue of some divine
revelation of truth.
5. A belief that their sacred scriptures are
divinely inspired.
6. Miracles.
7. The follov/ers constitute a community or church.
( 1) S. E. Frost , Jr., Sacred Writings of the World’s Great
Religions. (New YorlTi 1943), p. 6 and 7.
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On closer analysis, however, in these so-called
similarities we find, too, all the points of difference.
Each claims a different Supreme Being, a different
set of scriptures, a different organized church to be the
true foundation of religion. Thus it would seem that
there will have to be some other ground that we may find,
pther than doctrine, where ail religions may meet in
common.
In brief review, let us consider the religions
of the world. It must be remembered that there are
twelve historical religions which have passed away;
one of Africa, the religion of ancient Egypt, two
of America, the religions of ancient Peru and Mexico,
five of Asia,-- Mithraism, Namichaelsm, and the religions
of Babylonia, Phoenicia, and the j^lttites,-- four of
Europe— those of the ancient Greeks, of the Romans,
and of the early Teutons and Scandinavians.
The living, existent religions are eleven in
number. Jainism, Shinto, and Zorastrianlsm are dying
out nimerlcally. Buddhism, Judaism, Taoism, and
Sikhism remain unchanged. But Confucianism, Hinduism,
Mohammedanism, and Christianity are growing numerically.
Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, and Sikhism
originated in Southern Asia. Confucianism, Taoism,
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and Shinto originated in Eastern Asia: Judaism,
Zoroastrianism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity began
in Western Asia.
In a chronological stud^r of these religions it
will be noted that about the sixth century before
Christ there was a period of \musual religious creatlve-
ness, when six of the v/orld's living religions originated.
One other discrimination must be made;
Four of these,-- Sikhism, Judaism, Christianity,
and Mohammedanism— are monotheistic. One-- Zorastrian-
ism, is approximately monotheistic, even though its
metaphysics is dualistlc, while the remaining six are
practically polytheistic. These facts are necessary
in our study of the background of these religions before
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RELIGIONS ORIGINATING IN SOUTHERN ASIA
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
and Sikhism
For the sake of outline, v;e shall consider the
existing religions according to their place of origin.
Hinduism, Jainism, and Buddhism originated
in India, and each has a history more than five-hundred
years longer than that of Christianity. During the
history of the first, Hinduism, every possible kind
of theism has been adopted. All kinds of polytheism
and pantheism have also been practiced. They have
worshipped any object which they prefer, or virtually
none
.
This religion has been diversified, yet unified,
by its theoretical belief in one immanent, all-inclusive,
sanctifying World Soul and by its social control
through the caste system, Hinduism has developed
at least six different types cf religion. These have
been embodied in successive sets of scripture written
in the Sanskrit language, the mother of all Indo-European
languages
.
Hinduism has been changing and growing so much
during the centuries that few of the beliefs and doctrines
of the earliest Hindus are accepted in their original form.
22
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The six different kind of religions have been outlined
as follows:
1, The most primitive type, a crude nature
worship. This took permanent form in the
Vedas or Books of Knov/ledge, It covers the
time from 2000-1000 B.C. The wonder and
awe of existence, a childlike faith and
enchantment with life are the characteristics
of this religion. There is no Intellectual
brooding in it.
2. A Time of Laws-- 1000-300 B.C,
The Hindus’ religion began to harden into
a vast system of laws and sacred formulae.
Out of this came Brahmans or Priestlies--
extensive prose writings. Many religious
legends and instructions as to sacrifices
and religious observances come from this
period of Hindu history.
3. Philosophic Period. 800-600 B.C. During
this time speculation asserted itself.
There was much brooding as to the meaning
of existence, and much emphasis made on
meditation and keenness of spiritual insight.
4. Strong legalistic movement. 250B.C.- 1 A.D.
This was aimed to set up an instituticn
which would be effective throu^out generation
It was full of commaidments and prohibitions
for dally living,
5. A devotional strain in Hinduism appeared,
A reformulation of the religion was apparent
in terms of devotion to a personal god,
6. After the beginning of the Christian era,
there were many attempts to reinterpret
fundamental doctrines and beliefs in
popular form. (1)
(1) These periods of Hindu history were arranged in
outline form from Information in the first
chapter of Sacred Writings of the World’s Great
Religions, by S.S.Frost, Jr. (New York, 1943)
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For all these periods of Hindu history we
have corresponding scriptures which today make up
the literature of Hinduism. They include:
1. Books of Knowledge
Rig-Veda, or Book of Verses
Yajur-Veda, or Veda of Sacred Formulas
Ssma-Veda, or Veda of Chants
Atharva-Veda, or Veda of Charms
2. Brahmanas or Priestlies -- prose writings
3. Upani shads or Seances
4. Laws of Manu
5. Bhagavad Gita— or Lord's Song
6. Mahabharata, or Great Bharata War
Ramayana, or Career of the God Rama
Ei^teen Puranas, or Ancient Tales.
The Rig Veda contains all the material for worship-
the prayers and praise. These are directed or addressed
to twenty-six various objects, mostly personalized
objects or powers in nature: for example, the sun,
moon, sky, v;ind, rain, dawn, earth, air, fire, etc.
The most important of the Vedlc deities is Indra, regent
of the atmosphere and the rain. The desires expressed
in prayers to the early Hindu deities are for long
life, sons, cattle, good crops, freedom from disease,
success over enemies, and general worldly prosperity.
One very lovely morning prayer to the sun, which was
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bee atji'rqx© aa^rXeeb affT .iiiai ariX bna ©*iariq 20fliXB ©riX lo
SnoX 'lol ©*iB eaXXXeb xibnXH *^I'iee ^erlX oX e*ie^je*iq nX
,aafl©fcXb *7*on'l; mobaa'-iX «eqorto boo£ ,aXXX£.o ^anoe »allX
•
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”Let us meditate upon the adorable
Glory of the Divine VivlfierJ
And may Ke direct our thou^ts.”
According to the Rig Veda the chief method of
salvation is prayer. Therefore, around this functicn
centers all the ;vorshlp. All the Vedlc deities,
indeed, all things and all events, are to be regarded
as manifestations of one Power at the heart of the
world. In the language of traditional religion, that
”It” may be c^ led the power of prayer or ’^brahma”.
"Philosophically, Brahma is to be interpreted as the
absolute, infinite, eternal, omnipresent, impersonal,
indescribable, neuter Being. " (1)
It is Important to note that the Hlg Veda is the
oldest scripture among all living religions. Its
10 books comprising a total of 1028 h'Tuns are of great
interest even today. (Some of the hymns have been
set to music by Gustav Holst) The Rig Veda is the
result of a long period of development, during which
the people sang or recited the hymns and often added
to t hem as their beliefs changed.
In the Hindu religion there are no specific
times for worship, no speci’^1 day each week set aside
for this purpose, and worship may be held at any time
of day. The worshippers stand in the temple before
their images. (There are no accomodations for seating.)
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Prayer and scripture reading comprise their service.
The priests chant, but the congregation does not sing.
Making sacrifices and giving of gifts is part of
their regular worship. Silent meditation is an imporant
portion of their service.
The most distinguishing part of Hindu religion
is the caste system. This is the only feature which
has remained unchanged through the centuries. All
Hindus agree about the caste system. People are much
more interested in’ knowing whether he can eat with
a nei^bor and take water from his hands than they are
in what he believes, (This is not wholly untrue even
in our own socially-conscious circles.)
The four chief castes in Hinduism are:
1, The highest- priestly and intellectual
Brahmans
2. Vaisya- common artisans, the agricultural
caste
3. Kshatriya- ruling warrior caste
4, Sudras- low caste people.
Within each of these four main castes, there are
many, many subdivisions, numbering more than 2000
altogether.
It has been suggested that the chief weaknesses of
the Hindu religion is their caste system and the excessive
general ceremonialism as contrasted with their other
of empty meditation.
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JAINISM
Jainism is the religion of asceticism. According
to the teaching of the founder, Mahavira, there exists
no object to be worshipped. Mahavira, himself, lived
what he preached— a life quiet and unperturbed, self-
denying and harmless,-- and prayerless I Yet his
followers pray to Mahavira
I
Both Jainism and Hinduism now have temples, although
previously temples were unknown in both religions.
They both have priests officiating in their temple
worship, although only individual members of the Hindu
sacerdotal class aj?e admitted into the Jain temples
for this purpose occasionally. Both religions have
a strong caste system.
Most of the Jains are merchants who control much
of the commercial life of southern and western India.
The architecture of this religion has assumed a prominent
role. The Jain memorial mound at Muthura is believed to
be the oldest existing building in India. Other
famous temples are the Monolithic Jain temple at Kallgamalai
in South India, and at Ahmedabad, Ellora, Ajmere, and
Mount Abu in V/e stern India.
The Jain scriptures are called Agamas . However,
the Jains are broken into various sects because of the
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disagreement as to the number of Agamas which are to
be accepted. For instance, one sect claims that 33 are
sacred, v/hile another accepts as many as eighty-four.
Very few Jains know much about their scripture because they
know neither the Prakrit vernacular, in v/hich the
documents are written, or Sanskrit, the language of the
commentaries.
The scriptures themselves present a form of
bewildering prose. Many sentences are fragmentary; others
are impossible to understand. However, this commendation
for singing is included in their scripture;
”By praise and hymns he obtains the wisdom
consisting in knowledge, faith, and conduct.”
BUDDHISM
The remaining religion vriiich originated in India
is Buddhism, which, in its earliest and truest form, is no
religion at all, but a mere system of morality and philosoph|r
founded on a pessimistic theory of life. Buddha did
not teach a personal deity, worship, or prayer. However,
he was subsequently deified along with numerous other
deities. There has been developed in this religion an
ecclesiastical organization, and worship with prayer
has become a tradition. Next to Jainism, Buddhism is
0^ floiriw lo ‘lecfumn exW oi e:ja ^nemeez^Belb
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the -oldest voluntary entered religious organization
in the world*
Alone in quiet meditation one ni^t, Buddha
analyzed a simple psychological solution of the cause
and cure of evil. His ’’Four Noble Truths” may be
summarized thus;
1. All existence involves suffering.
2. All suffering is caused by indulging in
Inherently Insatiable desires.
3. Therefore, ail suffering will cease upon
the suppressing of all desires.
4. However, while still living, every person
should live moderately, in accordance
with the ’’noble el^t-fold path” of
ri^t belief, aspiration, speech, action,
livelihood, endeavor, thought, and
concentration. (1)
In his gospel an earnest person needs only to
exercise a wise manipulation of his own states of
consciousness, without any of the ccnventional appliances
of religion, such as deity, worship, ceremony, dog^ia,
priesthood, or supernatural connections. One of the
striking facts in the history of religions is the way in
which he, who tau^t no divine object of worship, has
himself been loved and worshipped.
(1) R.S.Hume, The World’s Living Religions. (New York, 1931),
page 62.
no.tcffislnas'io suoJtslIe'i Zjeiecfne -^Bctr-irlov d-esMo* e£i;t
j3xifol3jja s/io nol^B^if)©in cfeltrp nl snolA
&BJJBO eti:} 'Xo no.iJ-uXos iBoi^oXonoY^q ©IqrKie b iios’jiBnfi
ecf 'CBm "erid’mT ©Xcfoll 'i;/o'i" sXH .live, *^o e'li/o fj/ie
, 3niT;elXi;e aevIovnX eoned’eixe XXA .X
nl snigli/XinX '^cf bezij&o el ^nXiollt/s XXA .2
,a©*ite©b oXdBiXBani Xnsi^rfnl
noqjj 08BOO IXXw snJhLolli/B XXb
^
s'lo'ie'iexfT .5
.eeile^b XIb Xo ^nXees'iqqjt/e erfi
^
• / \
nojBTsq '^lov© XIXXb ©XXriw ^'levewoH ’
eooBX'ioooB nX ^^leiBiebooi ©vlX XtXuoria
lo "ri^Bq XXoX-:fr^X6 ©XcfoiT” 6jiX rlXXw
»/ioXXoj8 ^fioeoqe ,noXXB‘iXqes ,X©XI©cf X£feX«i
bna ,Xxl5^ifori>t ,‘iovBdone ^JbooriXIevXX
oi xJno eijeen no&'ieq ^a©n*iBe xub Xsqaog p-lxf nl
Xo eed’Bi^s nwo alrf Xo XiOiXBXx/ql nam oeXw b ©eXo'iex©
eeofXBilqqa Xanoi^nevrDO ©rtf Xo xna ctworiXlw ^eeonsx/oioenoo
tBiT^oJb t^nomeieo tqXria'iow ,'^ie^ aa rfojje ,noIsiXe'i Xo
0/fX Xo enO . anoXc^oonnoo Ifriir^amoqua no ^xxjorfXaeX'iq
nX 7BV/ ©rlcf aX anoX^XIen Xo ^no:teXii axlX nX e.tOBX gnX^iXi.ta
sBiI ^qlciz'iow Xo Xoef.do aaXvXb oa oriw rloXriw
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Buddha *3 last words before he died were a call
to a self-reliant, ethical life, as against dependence
upon any kind of a Divine Being. It is ironical that
he is worshipped with larger and more numerous images than
exist of any person in the history of the world.
The practical message of Buddha is in marked
ccntrast with the dreamy speculations of philosophic
Hinduism concerning an ineffable Supreme Being, and too,
in marked contrast with the paid priests, the ritual
sacrifices, and the many religious ceremonies of sacerdotal
Hinduism.
Buddha's call was to medltatlcn:
"Let him be devoted to that quietude of heart
which springs from within; let him not
drive back the ecstasy of contenplation
;
let
him look through all things; let him be
much alcne." (1)
The Buddhist church, if such it can be called
without regular worship, is directed to meet for recitation
of the words of Buddha and for confession. The Tripitaka
meaning "Three Ba^ets of Wisdom" consists of 29 divisions,
ranging in length from 10 pages to 1,839 pages. Altogether
there are about 10,000 pages,-- about four times as long
as the English Bible, The three baskets are the Discipline,
the Teaching, and the Metaphysical, The 227 rules which
(l) Max Muller. Sacred Books of the Buddhists (London, 1910)
page 213.
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ctsi^ IsoinoT-f si il .snleS ©nlvlQ s lo f)nl3( noqu
I
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must be repeated in the assembly every fortnl^t occupy
the first of the ”Three Baskets".
Chinese Buddhism is not so organized as that in
Japan or other countries. In Japan the modem Buddhists
have adopted certain Christian methods. They have con-
gregational singing, Sunday schools for children, young
men’s associations, women’s societies, social service,
and schools for the laity.
Buddhist temples abound in every community. There
are all sizes from the elaborately constructed temple
down to the small, three-sided, roofed structure only
large enough for the god of a certain locality. There
is no specific time for worship. The only accomodations
for seating are on the floor, where the worshippers sit
or kneel. The music for the worship is only the chanting
of the priests accompanied sometimes by flutes, drums,
and bells. There is a separate bell building usually
in conjunction with the temple, (See accompanying picture)
The whole of Buddhist philosophy is wrapped up
in this sentence from the Dhammapada;
"There is no meditation apart from wisdcra;
there is no wisdom apart from meditation."
'^qirooo' yldnieeajbj erfcf a.' Ld^r.eqei &d ieis'Si
,"ed37fajBE eear^T^ erlW' lo cfeTll edi
nl ctiirfj' SB t6aj^TB2_>'io OS lon ax ciElxlbDjxS eesniflO
e d a i£lt:>fcj/S meJboni od* nsqaT* nl .sei'iom;oo 'isdd’o 10 nsqBL
1
-noo evBil yeilT .aixjritari Ojsl:tal'td0 dLsSrceo beJ-qoI)B evsd
Siyjo-^ ^ne’iblldo 'lo'X eloodoe yx;bxix/2 Xbaid
^solvrcea IbIoob ^SGlcfoXoos a'nsi-rrow , anold’Bloosss a’nsin
.ydxfil 9rfX 'lo'i eloodoe bns
oieriT yiev© nl bru/odB selqraed dsirIbbxrQ
elqraad bodoi."ictsnoo ylsXB'roaBle f.oTl aesia IIb ©tb
’ yino eTjjJoi/rccta faelooi ^bet te-so'idi ^Ilsnia ail? od n^'ob
©aex/T' .ydXiROoI s lo bo^ eiiJ 'lo'i d'^uone ©sibI
^ *
anoi^sbomoooB yino ©riT . ql/fenow 'lo'l ©nil;} ^oX'tloeqe on el
j- is sieqqlilanow erii e^rorlw /lool'lt eri^t- no eia ^aidBoe nol
^nXcfnEfb ©tit yino el qlxfBnow ©rfd nol olamn ©riT .r©©n>i *10
^: . . i 7
^ecoj'ib ^aediJl'^ yd earfrldemoe belrjBq.'noooa adeelnq ©rid I0
XllBl^B^'s^lbll^d Lied ©ds'UQ.q©e s el ©leriT .sli'ed f^B
(©'ll/d oiq gnlynBqinoooB ©08) ,©Iq:3©d ©rtt ridlw noldom;t^oo nl
qxj baqqaiw el yriqoaoliriq delriobi/fl lo ©loriw ©riT
'' :BbBqaBirasriG ©rid inoil ©onsdnea slrid nl
jxrobalw joD*!! dT:BqB noldsdlbem on el e'loriT"
”






The other remaining religion which originated in
Southern Asia is Sikhism. With the exception of Judaism,
Sikhism is the only religion which has given birth to
a nation. Its chief place in history has been political
more than religious. Geographically, it is to be found
almost exclusively in India, for 95 percent of all the
Sikhs in the world are concentrated in northwest India
in the same region where they originated. The Sikhs
are by tradition sane of India’s best warriors. ’’Now
in peacetime, they farm the province of Punjab, monopolize
the taxi service in Calcutta and Bombay, help police
Shanghai and Singapore.” (1)
’’Founded in the 15th century by Guru Nanak, a
caste Hindu, the Sikh sect is a conparative newcomer among
religions. Nanak was a tolerant man, who journeyed to
Mohammed's Mecca and sought with his new rellgicn to
bridge the terrible gap in India betv/een Hindus and
Moslems. Like Moslems, his Sikhs worship only one god
and one book. Like Hindus, they burn their dead, may
not eat beef and do not marry Moslems. But, unlike Hindus,
(1) Life Magazine (New York, September 9, 1946)
/tI beJflnlslio noldw notslle'i s^-dlsme-i lerfcto ©ri?
..xElBfjijL lo nol^qaox© eM d:tlW
. maliWJta el elaA nieri^i/o3
od dd'ild novia rfoirlw noiailo'i y-Cho erfi si iceiiij/ia
-a'
Isoiiiloq need a^d x'^odeld al eoBlq ,'leirio .-sctl ^noldsn b
l3imol ed od a,i ii ,YJ^-tJ50jfriqj3*i3oeO
.ex/oiailei iiBdd e'lom
add 11b lo daeo^xeq 6Q toI ^sionl ni YXeviax/Ioxe ieorals
BifonI d-a©wjriXfion ni I'edin.daooado a'le dliow arid at si^vie
4
erijiia ©rfT .i)aij3nisi‘io -<iredd e^iedvK aoJt^&i ©nwa ©Hi ni
I '
v/oW^' isecf e’siiinl lo ©cdb noiiilxo'ti y;d ©ib
©5.J loqonom lo ©onivoncq ©rfi otibI y®-^^ teraiiooneq ni
©oiloq qleri ^Y^ecfraoS bna BdduolBO ql oolvrcee IxBd edd
(i) " .onoqBania £)hb ijaxianBxfa ' ‘
a ,3ffinaW irni/O T^sifdneo dddl edd nl bebm/o'i"
SnoiiiB '£©nioow©n ovi iaiaqnco a el does dxlB add \(ibntn <ede 30
od ba^errufol
t iruaieXoi a aav/ dannH .enoigii©'!
oi ffxiai i©^ wan eld dd Iw dd^uoe fcna JSooelJ 3 ’ itemmerioM
.
t
bnn sjjbnlE naewdaa Blbal ni qa;u aXcfi'irei ©Hi a^biicf
Jjoa ©no Y-l^no qirfs'iovt bH:}(I 2 airl ^s^xolso.'.l 92^iJ .sni^IsoM
Yftffi ^bsab tied d nrrud Y®rfi tSirbniH ©:>(iJ .h^ood ©no 0 ;!-^
BirJbnill oHiXmr ^iu3 .exaelaoM lead is© ion
*1.
'I9dxi»iq©£ ^dnoY v/ell ) enlsB^n'd elM (X)
A SACRED SWORD is cleaned by a granthi, or priest. The sword symbol-
izes military valor of Sikhs and this one was used against Moslem invaders of
iPunjab. The Sikhs are among the best native troops that the British have. They
















"The True, the Inapprehensible, the
Infinite Himself, does all. I am a
sinner. Thou art the Pardoner.
Thou art omnipresent, thou^ I
thou^t Thee distant. Thou beholdest
mine acts, yet I deny them. I have not
done Thy work, or uttered Thy Name.
My demerits cannot be numbered I My
sins are numerous, as the waters of the
sea and the ocean] Bestow compassion]
(1) Ibid.
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,eidi:2n9 xOiqqfinl eiiJ ,oxnT exlT”
a OB I .XIb eeob /lleenlH e^lntlnl
.lenobiBi ©rlJ ctia irorfT ^iQnnls
1 ri^jjoxiJ
,
ctne a eiq.tnjno :tia x/od?
Jaeblod^u xjodX;., .Jxiaxtelb esil?
&oa 0 '/Bd I . mqri'lv.";nsb I ^a^oa enJtxa
.©iiBri <cd1?''biyj:i9x^cfj:/ 10 t>f^ovf T^dT ©xiofc
\;i I oeiocfmn ed donneo adl'iemsb 'yjM
o^l.^ lo SIel aw edi aa ^sju-oiafiiun eia srixs
Iflo jtsaaqmoo wolaev: Iitbsoo axil biia ees
,bldl (1)
Extend a little mercy! Save me,
am like a sinking stone.
I utter calumny day and ni^t.
I am base and worthless. I covet
my neighbor’s house. Lust and
anger, v/hich are Pariahs, dwell
in my hart. 0 Creator! I remain
in the guise of a huntsman. In
saint’s dress I meditate to en-
trap others. I am a cheat in a
country of cheats. Ungrateful
that I was I did not appreciate
Y/hat Thou didst for me, Kow can
I, who am wicked and dishonest,
show my face! Eumble Nanak
expresseth his thou^ts, I am
not chaste nor truthful nor
learned. Foolish am I from
birth.” (1)
The Sikhs give absolute authority to the ”Granth”—
the word for their scriptures. At the central shrine
at Amritsar, ’’although the temple is free from images,
and is dedicated to the one God-- a visible representation
of the invisible God is believed to be present in the
sacred book. The Granth is, in fact, the real divinity
of the shrine, and is treated as if it had a veritable
personality. Every morning it is dressed out in
costly brocade, and reverently placed on a lov/ throne
under a jewelled canopy. Every evening it is made to
repose for the night in a golden bed v;i thin a consecrated
(1) M.A.Kacauliffe, The Sikh Religion (Oxford, 1909),
page 280
ora evj®8 a biieix**
.0X10^3 gnXjtfiXs ij s>'Xi raa Offiir -
.^rt^Xa bna ’^/mt/XBO ‘led’Xx; I
:^evoo I .asaldtt'yow Jbofl esacf na I
JbriB isud .OfjJOfi a'^iodfi^Xien ’^ra
XXawfj ^axIaX'ia'i aia rfoXriw ^legrua
iiXanroT I I'taXae'iO 0 X'lail ^ra al
nl .na^nr-inuiX a lo oaXirg orfX rtl
-n© oX sy.JeXXtiecn I seenb e'JnXas
a nl iaexlo s ras I .uT:oxf?o qa^ct
lif'ieXa'r’nU .eXaorlo ‘to *^"£XiUfoo
— "flinfliO” arid oX I'lO ildixa odifXoada &vX;__, erf:-Ijt3 oriT
ani'ixfE Xa^rXnao arid ctA .cexx/XqX'ioe 'lieJX 'lol tnow arid
noXdadiiaee'iqoi ©XdiaXv a --LoO aao arid od i>sdJ30i:b©b at bna
Q.id ill dneea'iq ©d od bsvalXecf al ix)0 oXdlel /il ©dd lo
Ydlalvlb la&t ©lid ^doa*i nt rfdnaTO adT .3loo<d bOToaB
aXd^dt'iev a Idad dl 11 aa bedaend al bna ^anl'i'ria oild lo
\
nl di/o beese^b al dl janlrraora x^ov"^ .-^rd IX ano atsq
©nonrld woX a ho haoaXq '^Xlija'ieva-i 6na ^ebBOo rcf ^Idaoo
od eoBra at dl jntnov© i*iova .-’qonao baXXavrot b isbrx/
bedsTioeanoo b nlrld Iw bed nojbXojj b nl dfl^ln sdd toI ecoqo'i
,
(QOeX .b'lolxO) nol-:^lI©H .iilia erlT IIIXubobM. A.:4 (X)
nao woH .ora 'lol dablb x/orfT durlw
eJs>lo<yzqq^ den nib 1 3bw I djedd
»d8srxDii8lb bn!a badol’.f toB odvr
^
?iBnB’- ©IdranH looal '^ra vvone
>
liiB I .aditjiJDhd a In ddaacercqx©
'ion Xt/l'ddiTTd Toa &:)BP.iio don
iionl I raa delJooi .bemBoX
(X) ".dd-ilo





















which is always acconpanied by a fanning process. The
comraent is indicative of the climate in India:
^^The fanner is as indispensable as reader.”
Beside the Golden Temple in Amritsar is the Pool
of Immortality in which all loyal Sikhs bathe regularly.
It is considered to be holy water, and is given to
(1) Monier Vi/illiams, Religious Life in India (London, 1911)
page 177.
HOLY BOOK, called Granth and compiled in Gurmukhi script in 1604 by
fifth leader of Sikhs, is only object Sikhs worship. There are several Granths
in the Golden Temple. At least one must be read day and night by a Sikh
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children to drink after the mothers have first put
their fee in it. Unshorn hair is a distinguishing mark
of the Sikhs, All the men usually wear a dagger in their
hair as a sign of the warriors. It is interesting to
note that the Sikhs are among the best native troops
that the British have. They made up a tenth of the




they perform no idol-worship
as such. However, they
do allov/ the Book to
receive many presents. One
of their scripture verses
explains their doctrine about God:
"Why worship any one v/ho is bom and diethi
Remember the one God, who pervadeth
sea and land," (2)
Mystic monotheism was the chief theoretical teaching
of Nanak, His first utterance, iAhen he felt the call,
constitutes now the first two sentences in the scriptures.
HOLY TEMPLE WATER, bearing health, is drunk
ay child after its mother has first put her foot into it.
(1) Life magazine, page 28
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.rfXeX'Bvnoq odw »D’oD ©no ©xii nsdiraameH
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(2) brw aea :
SfiXdoaei iBOiionoerli IsXdo ©rii aaw -riEleilionoiti olie^M
'A-
' ^Ilao Bdi iX©l ©ri ftodw ,9onBn©iixr iai f1 eXH', .^IbubVI lo
’VeQ'ixriqX.l^dE ©d:^ aX a©onoin©a owi faiXl.erli worr edixxiXienoo
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This, too, is prescribed as the first utterance of
every loyal Sikh on every day that he awakens:
’’There is but one God, whose name is
True, Great, or devoid of fear and
enmity, immortal, unborn, s elf-exi stent,
great and bountiful. The True One was
in the beginning. The True One is,
was, and also shall be.” (1)
Rhapsodies of a mystic nature abound in Sikh
religion, as the following passage bears testimony:
’’The Lord is one. There is ncaie other,
my brethren!
Thou hast no partner who is brought near.
V/hom shall I caJ.! the second? There is none!
In all is that one Spotless Supreme.
Like Thee there is no other. Thou art in
all ages the only One. Always, always
Thou art One. V/ithout Thee there is
no other.” (2)
The main method of worship is meditation about
God, particularly in the form of repetition of the
’’True Name”.
"Meditation on the Supreme Being is
the only religious ceremony.
The highest duty of all is to repeat
the name of one God.
The pure name is my support.
Repeat the Name! Hear the Name! Deal in
the name!
Fix thy attention on God. Repeat His name
at every inspiration and expiration.
And thy soul shall be absorbed in the
li^t of God. ” (5)
(1) Ernest Hume, The World’s Living Religions , p. 96.
(2) and (o) Ernst Trumpp, The Adi Granth, or Holy Scriptures
of the Sikhs (London. 1877)
'to ia'i.t'l orfct as bedriToea'iq el ,oo^ <eIn’T
.
eaw'snQ eir^T ari'f , lirllttnuod Jbafl i ae^i^
/,/ «8i ont ojj-tT eriT .sninaJtgjetJf edl nl
f T \ ^ r r d r{ a r f» e% t% r»\Mr
; Tino/nidtaai e^isasaq sniwollol erict as ^aoi^lle'i
' 9(T>rt el a^adT .eno al b^oj ailT”
.*iiiea ^ft^jXiO’id el jriw •land'iaq on .taeri jjoiIT
lanon el s^eriT V5rr)oee orfJ' XIjco I Ilaie mo/lW
V .omaiqL'S B&9l:J'o.qfi eno el IIb nl
ni &^a jjoxfC .'tarilo qli el o-iodS aariT ejflJ
aY^iwru »3Y&vvlA .enO e/ld 803-3 He
el' enarli' ©adT duorldlW ,©n0 die jjori^
(2 ) • ” .aerflo on
d’j.«ocfjB naldedljbera el qlda'Tcw lo boiilam nleai- &dT
nl X,8oC ia.ojs.i edj ‘r.i^sH lvi.3K oriJ deeq©?3
s’ I oXiTiirf add*
arten axti deaqej^i .5o0 no nollneddki ijiid xl‘X
.nolienlqxa bxm aol ienlosnl ^‘lev© is
el onian,aaoifw tboO eno dncf cl anexlT”
bn.B niel "to blovab no ,ls9nG ,ai;*iT
Inalelxo-'litae ^iTnodnn ^iBlnofaml
tenadavxB arl ledl ^nava no ri:rfl8 lai^ol x'^ove
f
rijflS nl bm/ocTe a|Xj/,l8a olis^jm b lo aeliJoeqBrifl
>'
Inendland ^rra
odd lo nC' Idllaqai lo mol aril nl ^(^InBlnollnsq ,£>o0
, "aciBlI ajj^iT”
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The Sikhs have no specific times for worship. I'en
and women sit on the floor on opposite sides of a
white cloth onto which they cast coins and other offering
as they enter. Stringed instriiments
,
cymbals, and
drums are used as accompaniment for the singing that is
*
led by the priests. The congregation does sing in
this religicn. Their music is a one-part melody which
is remembered from generation to generation. One
innovation in late years is that now the Sikhs sometimes
copy the custom of Christian communion.
The "Asa Ki War" is a collection of hymns of praise.
They consist of a number of stanzas which are sung
or chanted by professional minstrels. The Asa Ki War is
repeated by orthodox and devout Sikhs each morning
of divine service after the saying of the "Japji" which
is the prayer prescribed by Nanak to be said regularly.
Pour religions Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, and
Sikhism— originated in Southern Asia. Buddhism is the
religion which has spread the most to other lands. While
Jainism is dying out numerically, Buddhism and Sikhism
remain unchanged, and Hinduism is growing. Sikhism is
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Esnl'ie'lio Teifiito I)n8 snioo -i-eso -^erf^ rioixlw o.tnot rf^olu
bn a ,aXa‘5itr^o ,e^n3nu:/n^3fil b^gnin^B .ne^ns '^ert* 3 a
el iadd’ snlgnie aric^ nol :taeitiln3:imoooa sa been ©ns anajib
«
ni 8©oi) nol:ta^ 9n”:fioo odT .e.teelnq ©dl b©I
do lii\7 *y^boI©M :t iaq-efio a el olenxtt nloilT .noisH^i eldi
snO . nollanon©;!^ ol nol faiuneg rrronl bene Jniam©^ el
20£ttldoiao8 arf>il8 edl .‘.^on laril el siaey; ©dal nl nollavonnl
, ;td limramoo naldelndO lo moocuo arid ':qoo
.©3l3'iq lo, sfcrr^ri lo nolioslloo a el ''navV IX aeA” eriT
^JJ8 ©na dolriw aas^'iede lo 'xarirfuj^ a lo dalinoo -qariT
2 l -laW IX aeA sriT .ela'idanira lanoiesolo-iq !j;cl oednario no
gnlmoni rioa© arbilS djrovob baa xoboridno ,yo' bddaaqan
}
riolri'iP ©rid lo gnl^ae ©ifd *i©dlB ©olv^iee onivlb lo
bias eri od >fsiiaX *^ri beritnoeanq ne^aiq arid el
bna ^me lribbx/9 ,malnlaL lobnlH sno igl len nwol
©rid al xaslribfuri^ .ala^ nndridaoS nl bsdanlglno — .'telri>flc
©IlriYv .ebnal nerido od laoji ©ild baeaqa eari rioiriw nolsllon
n3ld^i£ bna aelribbi/S laolnarai/n di/o gnl^b el >Ti3lnlaL
al tcslri5fl8 .^nbYons el 512 lij-bnlH' bna \ba:f.nadorijy nlataon

















RELIGIONS ORIGINATING IN EASTERN ASIA
Confucianism, Taoism, and Shinto
There are three main religions of China. Two,
Confucianism and Taoism, originated there, while the
other. Buddhism, was adopted in the first century
after Christ. ’’Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism are
not mutuallj'' exclusive religions, and in China millions
think it better to gain what benefits they may from
being on good terms with all three. One does not cease
to be a devotee of one religion by appropriating the
benefits of another.” (1)
There are some people v/ho label Confucianism as a
code of ethics and not a religion. Its adherents know
little of ’’worship” as we understand it. Confucianism
is a system of living and thinking. Corporate worship as
such is practically unknov/n. Temples have been erected
more to serve as memorials to Confucius than to make a
place of worship
•
The founder of Confucianism discouraged belief
in a personal God or in the practice of prayer. Common
(1) George Barton, The Fvellgions of the World (Chicago, 1917]
p. 219
VI nSTiAiic
AI£A III OmTAillOlViO ctfOI0IJ3H
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o^iijtilS i>na (jnalojsT tiaeinBlojjlaoO -
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^owT .BfilrlO lo e0*i*‘^i 9'ie 9'ierlT
,
©xii ©Ilrfv fcaisfllgiio ,iH3 loJ3T bne nxslrtslojjlnoo
&xi:f nl badqovB asw t.Tis £fi5jb£r3 ^terfio
3^£ CTE f.jibbuQ bne ,.'3aloaT
,
•tiBxn«iou'inoC'^ •leJ'Ia
anolllim anMO nl l>£ib evlaifloxe 'rllMudum doa
no ‘II -^ani ^arlvv 01:^3 oi isJ^tao cfi :£axrl^
03BO0 den aeob ©0O .ea'^idd LIb ddlw ccrt'xad boo^ no,3aled
oiiJ :^^ldBi1qorro0a rd eno lo eadoveb b ed oi
B SB ineinBxo-LfXioO isdai oxiv/ sXqoaq &mos ena e'larlT
mzlnBlon'inoO ,dt brt.ede^iebrjif ©w aa ”qiriaT.ov/’ *10 olddIX
8B qXrle'io'w .3fL*>£nXfli ibns gaivXi lo irradax- ^
badoa^e need a^/Bri aeXqmoT . riwon>tft0 YlXsoXXoB'iq e£ dojja
a a'iatrj od.iiBiid Bt/lojj’lnoO od alalrtOiHeci ss ©\'^e8 s-ibia
lolled f>03B‘i0ooeXb nslxialotflnoO lo 'labsvjox eriT
nonaioO .ie'^B»iq I'o eoXXoBTq edd nX *io l)o9 iBnoaieq 3 nl
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(X) '’.'leddorija lo acfXloned





worship of any supreme Being v/as not encouraged. Hov/ever,
during the course of time it has become part of the
religion to recognize the existence and supervision of
such a Being. Until 1915, when the Fiepublic of China
discontinued the practice, there was official, imperial
worship of that Being, while tFie common people were
tau^t to worship various other things-- the most common
being the ancestry of each family.
For at least 1200 years, twice each year, in the
temple of Confucius at Peking, the emperor of China con-
ducted religious worship of Confucius with a ritual of
praise and sacrificial offerings. But, of course, in
recent years the temples have been neglected. The main
concern of Confucius himself was to encourage learn3.ng
and social duties. He actually discouraged prayer and
all concern for the supernatural or for spiritual beings.
He would have been horrified at the religious veneration
which has been offered to him, especially at the slaughter
of animals in the sacrifice,
Confucius left behind him a group of devoted pupils
and the five Chinese canonical books, which he had
collected and edited, V/hile on the whole his precepts
inculcate a high order of morality, they apply to the
conduct of practical affairs and constitute neither a
system of philosophy nor a system of theology.
.fje^Biwoons ;Jon MiBV.f j^nisS eni9T:qi/B \cns lo qlxleqow
erij lo iisq ©inooaJ aaif d-Jt 6itil;t 16 ©btitoo gnlTirb
lo noleivT9G02 I)nfl ooneiElx© orfcT eslnyoosq o:t rxolillei
BfiiriO lo oII6uqei] exld xieffw ,6161 IldnU .snieG b iloi/a
iBl'iQQtzt ^iBiOlllo ©Bw oqedi ,eol6oBTLq 0iii 5wn Mroo^ilb
©•'iBw olqoeq ripcutioo elxilw ,3ctieG iBiii lo qlxle'iow
nomiiioo 6-2om orld --Bs^nldl ‘is^ldo sjjoiqfiv qirfs'io’.v od- ^rf^x/sd.
.
'Cilmcl rfoBO lo •'^‘idseons arid
©rid nl J’--s9 aolwd .eqa©-^ OOSI daxiel dB qo*?
-n-'O anhiO lo 'lonaqr!© ©rid ds 8jjlo;/lrso0 lo alf^ad
lo iBB^dio B rldiw ax/IoirlnoO lo qd.riE'iow e uol^l .[©a J?9dox;r>
nd ,eBiBOO lo ,dtfH .a3rtlo:sllo XbIdII Hobs boQ ©eiBoiq
nlBin edT ./)©do©Xs©rr neerf ©vb:! e©Xqn©d eild eiasTj ineoei
griimBoI ©cB'tBoon© od ?bw lX©f-.rairi ei/lojjlnoO lo rneonoo
brxB la-^B^q -^XXavdOB ©H .aaldoX^ Xalooe 6xib
.RSnXaX ifludX'ilqa toI *10 laiudB/pfegx/e ©xid -lol xi'ieonoo XXb
noxdB'ianav ecrolslle'x exid da ballXi-ioxI oeocf ©vaxi 6Jirow ©H
lediiausXs ©rid da 6©'ie ilo ne©6 sxsrl xiolrfw
.©OXlX'idfi© ©fid XlX 3lBf!lIftB lo
aflquq 6©dov80 lo qjjo'is b rrXrl bnXxled dlei exrioxjlnoO
‘ barl exi rloddw ,aolood iflodxioxriao ©senixlO ovll erld boa
adqeoe^q add ©Xodw ©xld ao ©nffu .badXbe bina badoslloo
9!ld od '^IqqB •:©rld .•^dlle'ioa lo ‘I9b^o xi3-trl b odBOlbonl
B 'lexldlea edxrdlderDO bna a'llslla XaoldoB'iq lo dox/bnoo
I
,\3i,oX.oe:id lo £ii©de-js b 'ion ijxlqoarXlrlq lo madexe
50

In Confucianism there are numerous deities. Some
are prominent objects or forces in nature-- Heaven, Earth,
Sun, Moon, the important mountains and rivers of China,
Some are minor nature spirits. Some are mythical or
historicai figures such as Confucius and ancient emperors.
The worship of these different deities is apportioned
among the emperor, the various officials, and the common
people. The formal worship of the Supreme Ruler of the
World ^Heaven” was conducted for generations by the
emperor.
The Classics compiled by Confucius are the five
canonical books which he rescued fron the past and
transmitted to posterity. They are:
1. Shu King, or book of history
2. Shi King, or book of odes
3. Hsiao King, or book of filial piety
4. Yi King, or book of changes, a book
of state philosophy deducted from
a system of anagrams
5. Li Ki, or book of rites, (l)
The first two are considered the most important
and the most interesting. The Shi King is a collection
of ballads, songs, and hytons. Some are called odes.
(l)Max Muller, Sacred Books of the East ( Londcn, 1910)
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emoS ,e8i:^leb eiJO‘i ajrltrn ois a-isrlct maln^lojj^noO nl
^rievBoH --9'ijj^an xil a^orcol i o ad^oat,do Jnealmo^iq o'Ia
.janiiiO lo aTievIi bns e nlBim/om d-n/Jo'ioqwi 9fid' »nooU
*10 iBolritTcm e-iu amoB .ad-l'ilqs *©'jujd£sn lonlin e^iB amo8
.aioiaq/ae ^riieiooB bos euJtouiaoO as xIoj/b e9^i;3I'i iBoinod-ain
berto IS'ioqqa el eellleb Jae'ie'l'i lb ©aerii lo q tri-now ariT
{
nofomoo ©rict bna ^elalolVio ejJOl*nsv &dl ^lO'ieqme srii ^norim
exit lo T[aIijH ar»'ici;2 axil "ro qlriaiow iennol axlT .eXqoaq,




evil aril d'is axrlojulrsoO '^ri bellqraoo eoIeaalO oriT
bno :teaq aril moTcl besioeei sri riolriw a^ood laolxiOxiBn
:oixj .^olrialsoq boilXmafiB'id'
ii:^oi3xri lo r^oocf no x/ri3 .1
aebo lo jioocS no MS .2
I Yideiq IbIIII lo :>(cori no obIbH .5
>Ioori B ,B&^iiBrio lo 'Jcod no 11
ittcyil bedof'bob ,’CriqoBoI Jtitq alsJa lo
axnan^BfiB lo raodeve a
(i) .satin lo xloori no ,1H IJ .5 ,
tfLstnoq.ul tBoaf exit benebleooo anB owt tan 11 oriT
noltooXIoo B el snlyi lri2 eriT .snltsenatql taoxa arit bxiB
tsebo baiXso ana amoS .aanrcri bna » egnoe ,abfiXIacf lo
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3T«A jAriaij 3c Boiijco
Y>lAfk]U
Thiswhich mean lyric poems that ai’e set to music,
is an example:
’’Let me be reverent
J
Let me be reverent 1
The way of Heaven is evident.
And its appointment is not easily preserved.
Let me not say that it is higji aloft above me.
It ascends and descends about our doings;
It dally inspects us v/herever we are.”
Such hymns of praise! Yet in their system of
religion there is no music! It is a life of meditation
and sacrificial rites— but not of worship as we
understand it.
Also, paradoxically, in the Shi King are found
these words:
”I appoint you to be Director of Music,
and to teach our sons, so that the strai^t-
forward shall yet be mild; the gentle, dignified;
the strong, not tyrannical; and the impetuous,
not arrogant.
Poetry is the expression of earnest thought;
singing is the prolonged utterance of that
expression; the notes accompany that utterance,
and they are harmonized themselves by the
standard tubes.”
How much was expected of the director of music! It
is a hi^er standard than is often apparent in most
Christian churches today. Yet in Confucianism there is
no music, no singing, no director of music, no tra.ditional
chants, no choirs!
The four books of Confucianism itself include:
a.txfi *olBjjni o:t iae aia eiseoq oil'll riaein rfnlriw
eslqitttjxo. ns si
linQTOve'i ed era iaJ'’
> iiaerfav©*! ad am iaJ
,diT9i)iv9 Bj fiavjseii lo \jbv7 aril?
,tey'i9dO‘Tq \jils-a© ioa ex iiiami.'iio'iqB adi jbrtA
.6fti avodB i'iolB r^id ei Ji tBdct don eai deJ
nno dnocfa aJonooeeb btiB sbaooae dl
"
. anB aw nevanerfw eu adoeqsni ^iieb dl '.
lo xiadB-^B 'liarid ni d©Y laalenq lo annrcrf noxrS
noidBdibara "to alii b ai dl loienm on ai evad'd noiTiilan
aw SB qdds'iow lo don dxfd — ^iadin iBloilinoBB bna
^
.di briB:f£.'rebnij
bnxrol eijs 3 ni)i ld2 add ni tVii,?,oixobansq ^oalA
:sbnow a^'aiid
^oiaxrM lo TodoeiiCI ed od xjo^ dnioqqB I”
-dxfeiB'ida arid dBrid oe »cnoa luo xiouad od bns
lbailin;^ib .aldneg odd *biim ed der IlBrie b iBwrtol
^enoxrd^qrai exld bnfl ;XBoiarLBT^d don ,3jnoTde odd
.dnevo'rxB Jon
idfl^wodd deamaa lo noiasaoqxa ad+ si ^deo^X
dadd lo '©oiiBied Jii bo:^nofo'iq add el
.sonji'taddn d«rf-d ^nBqmoooB eed.-^n add ;ncl8oa’iqxe
add yd BavXaanadd besiaonrnad otb '^odJ bns
, . 2odx;d b-iBbxiBde
\
dl loienm lo nodoanlb add lo badoaqxa aaw dox/n woK
deom nl dna'taqqa' nadlo si nsdd inabnadB nextiid b si
ai enadd raeinBiojirlnoO al daY .yai/od aedonx/do naidalTdO





:6bx/loni lleedi ms Inaiox/LioO lo a?iood ujol adT
i
1, Ta Hsio or Great Learning- a book of teachings
ccncerning virtue
2, Chung Yung or Doctrine of the Mean
3* Lun Yu or the Analects
4. Meng-Tze or Book of Mencius.
The best known of these books is the Lun Yu, a
group of sayings supposedly made by Confucius.
"The philosophy of the Confucian school.... is
that the ruling principle of heaven and earth is virtue.
Order is Heaven’s only law.' It is relationship to
others in an orderly series which gives value to the
individual. Order foms the cosmos; without it there
is no chaos and evil. A man exists only for society;
position is more important than personality." (1)
TAOISM
Taoism is the religion of the "V/ay", and is the
oldest personally founded religion in China. (604B'.C.
is the date of Lao-tze’s birth while Confucius was bom
in 551 B.C. ) Taoism has been named not for its
founder but froKi its chief teaching concerning the
(1) Barton, Religions of the World
, p. 212.
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loon'oB iiBlo;/liroC 3/ls#- *io ^rfqoaoliiiq ©xiT’*
, ©i/^Tlv ai rid^TBS jbna aovB©ii lo eIq.I:oniTq ^nlXiiT erict
orf qlxia iiol is 1st el dl iwBl ^ino a'nevBeH at to£<tO
©fl^ ocf ©ylBV asvi:^ rlohi^ a©.tT©e qlaeMo na ni e^ieri^io
©rerii efi ^i/orfilw ;sonicoo ©rii annol t©I)tO .lauisivliinX
;Y^©^ooe To'i T^lno siaix© aani A ,Xlve hr^ eoBrfo on at
(1) ”
.
q^XlBiiceTOq njBxfd- XxiaJ-Toqmi ©Toa ai ^olJ^soq
kaiOAl*
©rLX fcl Dim ari;J "lo noJtslI&T ©xl^ aX meXofiT
.O.’ai^Od) . 3/iXdO nX noi^XIeT DobtuioJ xJe©X?Io
iTiod 33V7 eu-XoulnoO ©XXdw .XXtXcX e^asd-osJ lo adab, arlxt ai
Bil To1 Xofr naeJ ZBd mslosT ( .D,? 162 xiX
eilX gninTeofioo ^ni.iOBed ieirio a;JX rOTl dud Tebnxjo'l
.2X2
.q t XjiToW arid lo gfjoiyXxaK jXjDdTBa (I)
impersonal principle **Tao” which means ’^Way”, "Path", or
"Road"
.
To Lao-tze the Tao seemed the inexpressible Infinite.
Here are some of his sayings about it talcen from the
Sacred Books of the East by Kax Muller:
"The Tao that can be trodden is not the
endui'lng and unchanging Tao.
He who knows the Tao does not care to speak
about it; he who is ever ready to speak
about it does not knov/ it.
Those who know the Tao are not extensively
learned; the learned do not know it.
The grandest forms of active force
Fran Tao come, their only source.
Who can of Tao the nature tell?
Our sight it flies, our touch as well.
Eluding si/^t, eluding touch.
The forms of things all in all it crouch:
Eluding touch, eluding sl^t.
There are their semblances, all ri^t.
Profound it is, dark and obscure;
Things’ essences all there endure.
Those essences the truth enfold
Of what, when seen, shall then be told.
The relation of the Tao to ^ 1 the world
i<§ like that of the great rivers
and seas to the streams from the
valleys
.
All-pervading is the great TaoJ It may be
found on the left hand and on the
right.
"
Such was Lao-tze’s conception of the ultimate
harmony into which man should try to come into the
Infinite. His method of attaining this harmony was a
"self-humiliating quietism". This is expressed in these
-lo 2£iaem doidr ”ob?‘’ elqlonl'iq laaos^i&qml
scfinxlnl elcffese'iqxerLt ©ri;J £>0ne8E oeT ©s;t-oBj uT
erW rao^'l na^aJ- d-aocfa BsniTisa slri lo araos ©*15 a'leH
fiaII>7M jcalil >ro JaB3 ed} lo B;rfooa i3a^0B^
'
i
©rlrf ion 3i nejb£xD*ii ad nao iaiii oaT a/iT"
.ojBji' snl^-iBriofLij jDiiB jiiix^Lna
1 >lB©qs oi auGO don obT add ewon^' odiy all ’
ifeaqs od '^fiBax "lava ai oxivv exl • dl dnods
>
"
.dl Tfono/ don aaob dl dncoa
Xlavlenedxa don e^ia obT arid woiix odw aeoril
.dl ;won>i don oi> bannBai arid ;b6iTiB0l
80*101 ovIdOB lo emol deabnB!i3 arTr
,eo'i£foh ^ino nlerid tornoo obT raoa^
?Lled eo;ndfln oiii oeT lo neo oilV?
.Ixew 8B xlouod 'ijjo taaill dl d.lglw -jlv f--
'* ^idonod ^nlbsjle ^drb^la :;nlI'XJlH
x/fonoio dl XlB nl Iia aon.lfld lo ettrro'l arIT
,d.t:;la snltjjle ^nonod ''^.Ibni;:’?
.dr^l'i il a ,aao£XB Idmea 'ilaxii 8 *ib enerfr
;
8*ijJoedc ma :h‘ibIj ^b 1 dl tni.*o'lo'i I
. 8*-xnbns ©laxid ils aeonoaae ’e^xilrlT
blolf© ridx/ij ©aid aaonasBa aaorf-*
.blod ad naiid XlB-ds
,
naea a©ii'.'. ^'r£^iw 10
blnow arid I Jb od oaT axld lo noIdBie*! ariT
8 i6 vl'i dB6‘i% axfJ lo d£dd a^i si
©xii rnonl ^n':B0'Id8 ©rid od cb68 bxia
. 3-^eIlBV
©cf '^Biu dl ioBT txi3*i3 arid al snlbavnaq-IiA
axld no bne bnarf dial ©rid no bnnol
”
. drisln
adaralili; ©rid lo noldqsonoo e'esd-oBJ 8bw rioi/8
©rid odiTl ajnoo od 71 d bijxjria nam riolriw odni ^onnari'
a 8BW ’^noanaxi alxld an^lniadda lo borid©/a alH .adlnllnl
988rid nl baeeonqx© al aid! ."aiPldsinp nnlialllnurri-llaa"
passages from the Tao Teh King:
”'/toen its work is accomplished, it does not
claim the name of having done it.,.Eence the sage
is able in the same way to accomplish his great
achievements. It is through his not making
himself great that he can accomplish them.
He (the sage) is free from display, and
therefore he shines; from self-assertion, and
therefore he is distinguished; from self-boasting,
and therefore his merit is acknowledged; from
self-complacency, and therefore he acquires
superiority.
"
The original ideals of Taoism seem higher than
those of Confucianism. Y/itness this quotation:
’’The soft overcomes the hard; and the weak the strong”
and ”I have three precious things that I prize and
hold fast. The first is gentleness; the second is
economy; and the third is shrinking from taking precedence
of others .
”
Lao-tze also said: "It is the way of the Tao to
consider what is amall as great, and a few as many;
and to recompense injury with kindness.”-- and
”Do good to them that hate you”. This surpasses the
negative form of the G-olden Rule expressed in Ccaifucianism
as "That which I do not v<rish others to put upon me, I
also wish not to put upon others,” (1)
As Confucius had Mencius as hi s great pupil, so
Lao-tze had an importai t student in Kwang-tze, who
(1) J. Legge, Chinese Classics (London, 1905)
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0^33 ©rid' eon3li,..dl ertoL iiiiivari lo Oiuan arid’ nlBlo
iaarij, iri rialXcixuoooa od' asHt^B sili 0I 9 icf£ b 1 <
SnljLaia., doxi alri riESt^^fO'iritt el dl. . edneisovelrioe
.r3©rii'risiXqnroooJ3 iiao' bri d^rid dsaig ’iiaeinlH
Ina QO'i'l ai (e^isa arid) aH
biiB jn'cldiee^a-li as lno^l j^onlria ori ©‘‘lOi&'ierid
deBori-'iloa no’i'x ibsbf^. Ixf^aJtSelb e.
'
eri s'lo'ia'iarid
mon'l jria^fxeX'vvonilOB el dl'xajn siri a'Yo'^oTrarid bnB
ee‘itupoa ari a^ola^ierid ma ^'^onaoBlqixioo-lIee
”
.'vdl'ioli aqjja
nerid 'lariglri maae lus fobT lo clBOrix lanl^l'ic eriT
:ir IdBdoup elild eeaxidlV .nalnBlox/inoO lo eaorld
"gnoids ©rid >Isew ©rid J:iio jb^cBri arid eemooTevo dloa eriT”
bm esl'iq I derid sgafrid auoloe^iq eaTrid evari I” bcw
si fjnoooe orid jeseneldnejj al da'll! eriT .dea! Mori
Qonebsoeiq anlDial r:o'tl I'lria el Mlrid eifd ttfi© ;''{*Tonooe
”
. e*ierido lo
od obT ©iid lo -^Bw ©rid el dl*' tciaa orIb ssd-oaJ
;-^nan aa wel b bnB idaai^^ as Ilaiaa el da^'w 'lefjlenoo
biifi — ’\aE©nf)nl2l ridlv/
-^ij-f,nl oenaqniooa^ od fins
exit eeseaqiixa elriT . ”jjo^ edari darid ffiSiid od I003 oC”
rnEl.iBlojJln'-^O nl f)e88eicz0 eXirii neriloC arid lo rreol evldagen
I ,em noqrj di/q dd eierido rialw doa ot I riolrir dPriT" ee
(I) ”.e';&ifdo i’lOQ/j’ dx/o od don rielvv oaXa
s
^ oe jllqxxq dae'13 e Iri ea ex/lonari bsci Butas/iaQO ZA
orivr ^esd-snav/Ji nl tnebnd^ d rBd'ioqxnl iia LBj'esd-oaj
(CCCi ^nobfsoJ) eo lee a I D eecnlriP 46359^ ,0 (I)
endeavored by his writings to explain the mystical
implications of Taoism. One of the best passages
of philosophy in the Tao Teh King is:
”To those who are good to me, I am good;
And to those who are not good to me, I am
also good;
And thus ^ 1 get to be good.
To those who are sincere with me, I am sincere;





And thus all get to be sincere."
One revealing and startling bit of philosophy
is the simple statement:
"T^e sufficiency of contentment is an enduring
and unchanging sufficiency."
After Kwang-tze’s time began a terrible and
pathetic degeneration. Taoism started with some admirable
features, but it has degraded 1 nto polytheism, demonaiatry,
witchcraft, and occultism. Taoism has beceme almost
a by-word of reproach.
"Taoist s climb ladders of swords, seek for
the elixir of immortality, and are dabblers
in the occult. It adds each year fresh saints
or gods to the pantheon, and fosters the
worship of those spirits and ancestors in
which the Chinese have alway s believed. The
many secret societies of China are for the
most part Taoist. The Boxer organization was
one of these. Its tragic madness is still of
recent memory." (1)
W.H.Soothill, The Three Religions of China (London, 1913),
p. 82

The Taoists hold three deities in especial honor:
Lao-tze, Pan-ku, and Yu Hwang-Shang Ti. In addition,
they pray to Hsi Wang Ku, the Royal Kother of the
Western Paradise, and Tien Fei, the Q,ueen of Heaven. (1)
Sacrifices are freely offered, the favorite victim
being a pig. They are made to propitiate a god or a spirit
or as thank-offerings for favors already received.
Taoism has developed a sort of priesthood, but not like the
priesthood of other religions. In its present form it
is a mass of superstitions which hold the devotee
in perpetual fear.
Lao-Tze’s v/ritings give no ideals for v/orship, except
that he was opposed to the whole idea on the grounds
that it was an atterrpt to make ”Tao” conform to our
ideas rather than surrender to its ideas. (2)
It has been said that Confucianism ministers to
the moral man. "Taoism deals chiefly with the problems
of the 5) irit forces which play upon the present life
of men, and Buddhism makes vivid the future life and
thus appeals to the religious sense, to the imagination,
and to devotion. Oonfucianlsm deals with the visible




(2) From a lecture by Rev. «i/alter Donald Krlng in
First Unitarian Church, V/orcester, Mass. Feb. 23, 1947





















t^ornrl XBl5ag8» nl ae-T^lei) eeidd- bion -i^p.1ob7 9-fiT
nl .iT 3fi4rf3-snBWiI irf
arii 'lo ‘lerfd-oM Ib^^oR orl.'t ,ir:4 gr^sV,' leH o;t ’'CJ^'rq '^©rf^
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*ii;o od imotnoo ”ob ajiBxn od dqnetdB m eaw dl -JarlcJ
J
(2) ,EB©Jbt adi dd tafiin&'nna narlJ rcoxiiBn eaedl
I*
'
j. ocJ enadalnZni ratiInBi:on'inoO ds-Id bias need Bari di.
li >;
' ^
'! BxaeXdoiq siif rtdiw qltaido ela.eb inaXoBT" .nsm Imor. exfd
i|
^
V ©t-ll dnoeoiq €>iiJ ;ioqn relq dcidw eeo'io'l ixrcti^ erld lo
4
bxiB six I ercndnl orit dXvIv eei^aiiii tna JtrUDnxjrG bn& , nom to
tHOid jsrfX^BfnX edd od ^oenee Bxxolgilei ©rid od eXaaqqB eqrid
,
qXrilelv arid xidlw alaab faEXftBXou'lnoO .xtoXdovef) cd rixm






i'll grri^iTf I'lBnoC -lodlaV/ .vas: ;d eTxxdoel B. mo'i'i (3)
*V^bX ^dS.cfe-i .bebM tf^tsdeaoio'/' ^rlo/urri^ nel'iBdlrfJ iB-rl'a
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f
with the invisible future." (1)
Thus China continues on in its support of these
three religions, but, as George Barton remarks: "None
of these religions is adequate to the needs of Chinese
life. Confucianism presents a moral idea, but offers
no sufficient aid to its attainment. Taoism, in its
modern debased form, is a mass of superstitions
Buddhism, althou^ its doctrines reach into the unseen
and its ideals are noble, has long ago become formal
and traditional. Its elaborate doctrines are received
by the mind, but are too often impotent to mold the life’.’! 2)
SHINTO
The other religion originating in Eastern Asia
is Shinto, the religion of nature -worship
,
emper or-7/orship,
and purity. Numerous shrines and priests cover the
country of Japan where this religion abounds. The number
of deities which are v/orshipped is so large that systematic
worship of them all would be impossible. The sun goddess,
being the most obvious and eminent, is the chief object of
worship in this polytheistic religion. (Of course, the sun
( 1) Sherwood Eddy, The Students of Asia (New York, 1915),
p. 91.
(2) Barton, Religions of the World , p, 221.
{£) *' .e-n/d-ul elcfleivnl orli
©eerW lo ct'ioqqi/s atfi ni no esjjnidnoo snirfO ai/xiT
J r-^
enoll” : 82h.aiuai noc^ifiS 92*^090 es .eno.^lle'x 9©^Ij
9 5 9n2ffO 'io ebaen edi oct ad^ipabB el EnoJt^iiiai eB'erid lo
RTLallo ^boM iB *10111 b s:tn ee‘iq ins i;iAlajLr*inoO .©‘III
‘i
,, zJJ cil ^lasloD'^ . ctnaouiiBu iis all oi bln dndiolx'lLS on
anollicts'ioqus lo azam b et ^rriol £i9BBdaI) mol'ora
^
naeerm ©do oinl rioi ©'i aani'xJool) b:J 1 d^x/oryic , raelrlbbird
;! iBi'no'l erxfood o3e^anoI ssil ^aldon ©*i£ bIb©!)! scti tan











ai sA ri'iedBjaL a I snidanlslio aols ll©*! 'laddo ©dT
,
.idRio..-ioi9qi;i0 , qidE‘iow-o'::jLfdBn lo noI^iIa*i ,o^rt.Cdc si
©rid *i9voo adealiq Jb/nua senlia® afjO'i©iraj»I . vdlruq bciB
larimcm ©riT .ebrajodB nol^llei elrid e rsdw naqaL lo
oldflmade'^8 dsrld ©.rcfil os el Leqqlda'iovi dolriw soidlsf^ lo
jSeeJbfcOQ m/e ©riT .©Idleeoqml od 1>Ijjow IXb merid lo ql/lenrow
lo do©t,rio lelrfo ©rid sl ^drlenliir© bns sjjo ivdo daom ©dd
mi8 ©rid » aewoo 10) .noi;;,!!©'! oldelerid^Ioq elrid nl clrieT:o’A















is easily worshipped, both individually and locally.)
Besides the worship of the lesser gods, there is
also an official and formal worship of the sun. At least
there was until recently after the last war. Formerly,
this worship was centralized in Ise for the ^liiole Japanese
nation. The most sacred spot in Japan was the Nikko or
the inner temple- believed to date from the year 4 B.G, This
temple was sacred to the Sun-goddess Ania-terrasu, ancestress
of the Mikados, In this sanctuary is a round mirror,
the symbol of the sun. All devout Shintoists consider it
a privilege and a duty to at least once visit this temple.
It is interesting to note that the tern ^Shinto”
is Chinese, and was employed by Confucius centuries
before its adoption by the Japanese, (1)
IWorship of the emperor was a most essential feature
of Shinto religion,
’’Seeing in Shintoism a conservative force that
would bring the Japanese people urder further
control. Emperor Melji in 1868 made it astate
religion and proclaimed himself the direct
descendant of the sun goddess. This connecticn
was severed last January, 1946 by General
MacArthur, and the present emperor renounced
his claim to divinity.” (2)
Strong belief in their native country is a redl
(1) Barton, Hellgipj^^s pf World
, p. 229,






(.tjIIjbooI bni3 rf^ocf ^Leqqlrfeiow tcIIeas si
I
e 1 3«ierld »6fi03 'leaesi sr(.t lo qlrieTow ©dct eefjise®
dEBel dA .ntrs erfd- lo qlrfe'tow iBmjol bn^ IfiiolTio ns osIb
)
f
.‘I Oft- cfeal srtJ vl.-tnooe^ IX.tnx: sb\\- eTOdi
08e;iBqBL eXoiiw odd- 'lol 6sl nl besilB'idnso 8bw qXdaiow eidd
*10 oz'fi'XK sdd 8BW fiBaeli It! doqe benOBB deoin eilT .noXdjen
aidT ,0.a h ‘^Box &rid £/<yil edBJb od X>9velled
-elqniod lenn^ ©dd
i£8o*ideeorL3 seebbo^-nx/S edd od benoBB saw elqresd
j| t'lO’T'ilm bniiofi b si ^T:xiJjdonB8 elrid nl .eobiiMXil add lo
J dX Toblsnoo edeXodnIrici iuoveb LlA .mss ©dd *10 Iodw\^8 ©dd
,eXqi3©d eidd dlelv eo;io deael dfl od -yrjjjb a bxis ©sell vlT;q o
”odnlrf£’’ rtnsd exld IbiU edon od snldae'iednl el dl
selijjdneo axilox/xnoS boT;:oIqjii9 eaw bne ^ee^fI^r^O si
(I) .eeefiaqs'G edd noldqobB sdl 3'iolecf
f













dBrid eotol evld ev-ieenoo a arelodnldS nl
nedd-ii.^ neniir elqoeq esenaq^X ©ild r^lnd bXijow
odBdea dl abasi 863X nl l[,le.w nonsqsE jXoTdxxoo
doenlo erfd IXeaiTlrl xjenileXoonq tna r.olslXeT
roldoeniTOO clrlT ,?.sebbo^ mre exld lo :tnal neoesb
XsrexieC -^cf 61^GX
^
inaxT/ieL deaX Jbe'ievee bbw
beoxinonen oo'ioqmo dnoee'^iq erid bxis ,iJurxldnAoBi^
(S) ’’.'^dlnlvlb od iuleXo sld
lB9n B sl ’^ndxtuoo evidan nle/dd nl lolled sxiondS
.6SS .q tb lnoit erid lo snolJ^XieH ,aod'iBS (X)
.3-^tX ,VX snsjL 1-03-03 ^enXsje^Ba ellj (2)
part of Shintoism. In the year 737 A.D. Hitomaro wrote
these lines:
’’Japan is not a land where men need pray.
For ’tis itself divine.” (1)
The actual worship performed at Shinto shrines is
almost exclusively individual, not congregational.
It consists of obeisance, bowing reverently as in the
presence of a superior. Kneeling is not so common.
Clapping the hands together, sometimes silently, is also
an act of reverence. Material offerings are accepted
for the gods as part of worship. Today a Shintoist’s
worship consists mainly of his coming to a shrine and
offering a prayer. Typically, most of the Japanese
prayers are for material blessings. The Shintoist
”does not pray for forgiveness of sins, but for the
sweet things of this life, for happiness, but not for
blessedness.” (2)
’’The shrines of Shinto are unusually simple. They
are the plainest of wooden structures, of an ancient
form of architecture, unpainted and undecorated, usually
in the shade of cryptomerla groves.” (3) ’’The chief
(1) B. Chamberlain, The Classical Poetry of the Japanese
(New York, 1911), p. 88.
(2) A.Mtobe, The Japanese Nation (New York, 1912), p. 131.





-»w^ SB. * •«.*> vwA’ : %»]ea»iv,>«t
o^o^w o*iarr!0ii;H .C.A V5V 'ise^ erf:^ nl .ms lo ^nlrlE 1o d'lsq
rsenll ecerict
been neca e-xsxJw bnsi b ion zt rrjsqj^'L”
(I) ’’.anlvJtb “iXosil sJtcJ’ *io'5




, iBnoliBT^e'i^aoo ion .iBublvltnl .^'I^vlzuXoxe isoiala
9jii nl 83 ‘^Idaere^vs'i ^(d^vod ^eonB 8 lodo lo sdalsnoo dl
.noiufTiOO oe don si £filleen}£ ."rol^sqx/e 3 lo eonsesiq
(
osIb el ^^fldneXIs ssmldexaoe »'X8xid©3od ebaeri erid 3nIqqBlC
bsdqeooB ©tb X 8 l'i©dB:«l .©oneTtsvei 'io iOB hb
I
s’iclodnirfa & ^BboT . ilifeiow lo d-iBo sa sbo^ erid lol
bfiB ©ntifis fi od ^filrnoc e ?rl lo ^Lnlam. s izlznoo qIrisT:ow
©senaqBT, edi lo deoa ^^IIboIc^T .'i©T;:B‘iq b ^nliallo'
‘ delodiilriS ©ilT .s^nieseld laloedBOi 10I ©^B e^ieijBiq
7
V
©rid *iol dyri -Is lo essnovl^'iol 'tol ’^s'lq don eeob”
10I don dnri ^saenlqqsri nol ,ein alrid 16 ssnirid de©ws
( 2 ) ”.scenbsee©Xcf
^eriT .©Iqmie lBjj?jjnir ©na odniriS lo o&ninrie oriT”
dnelOAB nB lo ^ee^wioij*tiz nsboow lo izenlBlq^^QiH ©'Ib
’
• ^
''illBuejj ^bedBnooebnn bn« bei rdBqnu , ©•mdoBdlrio'XB lo nnol
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ministers of religion in Shinto belonged to
particular families, upon v/hom the emperor
often bestowed offices and titles. They
married, dressed like others, and were in
no way distinguishable from other men, except
when officiating at Shinto rites. At some
of the shrines there were virgin priestesses
who acted as custodians.” (1)
Offerings, consisting of fruits, products of the
soil, products of the sea, and fabrics of the loom
were made in ancient times. These are now often reduced
to paper imitations.
The Shinto ritual consists largely of adoration
and thanksgiving. Its prayers are national rather
than Individual. The scriptures of Shinto are the
K6-ji-ki- or Records of Ancient Matters, Ninon-gi
or Chronicles of Japan, and Yengi-shiki or Institutes of
the Period of Yengi. The first is a story of the deeds
and conversations in the age of the gods before men
existed. The second tells of the creation of Japan
and the rule of the Emperors, v/hile the third is a series
of prayers compiled in 50 chapters for special occasions.
There is also the Manyo-shiu or a Collection of Ten
Thousand Leaves which is an anthology of 4496 poems. (2)
Shinto ritual achieves a rare refinement of grace
ril A. Griffis, The Religions of Japan (New York, 1912),
p* 84.
(2) S.E.Frost, Sacred Scriptures of the World Religions
(New YoiiTI 1936)
, ^ 348.
oi o.*tfiXrI6 nl ncI'nJtle'i *10 a'lectaliiLi!
'io'i€»^T>r9 srfJ ir.':5riw noqi:’ jCelli'twl
•jlsriT Ina Rocl^'io- tevvocfcecf m»i'io
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c^qtOA& ^nexa rro'il v:>rx
eno2 .sftcMa oinhiZ in bIoIX^o cioiivt
ae: c^i'iof iq_ STOr^ ^snf'iifs ©rtJ *lo
{1} ” . sap.Xbod eao ea bejob otivi
j.
erf;^ lo alosjbo'^q ^a3 lu’il. lo '^:l:ialanoo tagnlTellO
laool erlct lo eoJrio'Bl jqci ; jhob eiiJ lo e^owbo'iq
Jbeox/beT: neJ'io'^on eiB ©ear-f''- . eomX:t ^neioxia ni ©LBm e^ew
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;V- . snoid'jaiJ’i^rti 'leqBq o:t
noiJB'iobc 1o xle:a'jal adalL.ioo crJaldB ©xiT








©riu t>z3 .jinldu lo ao'xi';t qi'ios erfT . i ijcfis?
? • ,.
'i^-noniK ,ET9:tiiiM ln©lox;A io abrroo©: no
no ij^nsY bxis encciaL lo 8©it’irroT.nC> Tb
ebeeb ©iiJ lo a zi iznll eriT .iBneiT ^lo ijoinei ©ri-t
nea ©no':o<f bIjos lo erlct ai K.ioiiflzneviDo bixa
nsqBt, lo noictaeno en'^ lo elied Lnooee eri ' .be.tzixe
©Qinas r a t ini--v+ ©Xixiw , iiionoqciZ 6:1X lo aJ x/c jxlct fjita
.anolanooo Islceqa nol ene:tqsn'o Oc ni boXiqKoa Ens’^fl-iq lo
naT '10 noldoelloO a no nixf'. -ovna- oeXa si on^xiT
('J^ .cmeoQ d€i*fr lo VMoXoxIlnB hb si xioi..;V aevse.I briijacne'riX
ooBn§ lo dneconilen ©nxii b aovsirioa iBtrdin odni.i^
,(2XtfX ^dnoY 'i©;i) xiBqfll* lo anoiniXefl eriT ,eilli'rL' . ; (1
)'
.^c
euoi-tLeH £)ino»i ©xii lo s©ii/dc*i'3,o2 benoaS .jsoo'‘^.F,a (S)
and dignity. Muc^ of the worship now is concentrated
in Kyoto which is to the 16,000,000 followers of Shinto
what Rome is to the Catholics. (There are 300 Shinto
shrines in Kyoto and also 1100 Buddhist temples.) It
is located on an island by the name of Honshu-- 225
miles southwest of Tokyio. It is not a modem place,
but very primitive, and its inhabitants live in little
wooden houses along narrow lanes.
”In its present form
it (Shintoism) has become
a blend of primitive
worship and the Confucian
form of ancestor
worship that was imported
into Japan from China
in the Fifth Century .'*( 1)
Buddhism is also a religion of Japan, as is
Confuciani sm.
’’Probably the majority of educated Japanese
at the present time are Confuciani sts . Religion,
v/hether of the primitive sort of of the
Buddhistic variety, is regarded as superstition.
The worship v/hich a Conflucianlst performs
before the table of an ancestor or a sage
(1) Life Magazine, June 9, 1946.
V . ...
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-T‘3»- 'f ' • .A.'',«^.; . -•^' •• - -! -t^- ..-ti.
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bodnoqail elew dBrid qlilenow
janlrro raoni hbobT, odnl
(I)”.'^udn©v ridll'-f ©rid nl
b1 8b jOsqBTi lo iiolgtXen b oela ei toe LrXbJbnfi
.nffi Inadoi/lnoO
eeonaqaL Jbedaoifl*© lo ©rid ^idavon^”
^nolaile^ . RdeIr-[«ionlrr'->0 sib oatld dne^enq ©rid da
' ©rid \o lo die;
2
©vXdlxni'iq erid lo i©rid©riw
.noldldensqx/E ea riabmo^-i el ^^^jdalnav oldeiririona
emol'ieq delnaJtox/fiLfioC; a riolriw qlrienow ©riT
©?.ae B no nodeftoxra na lo ©load erid onoled.












signifies little more than our lifting
of the hat at the tomb of a hero or
saint. For the rest Confuoianist worship
is adoration of the universe and the
expression of gratitude to it." (1)
As for Buddhism, it has stimulated Japanese
thought, but has been divided up into so many sects
that it has failed to raise the level of Japanese
life. As has been pointed out, Shinto was developed
to strengthen the ruling dynasty of Japan and to give
the emperor a place exalted as no other.
So, we learn that the religions originating
*>
in Eastern Asia are Confucianism, Taoism, and Shinto.
The first two were originated four and five hundred
years before Christ, while the religion of Shinto




















SnJfct'tJI lijo i&cCi eyom elJJix eellip^is
TO OT©4i fl/lo cf2ip:t orict d n. d-ijrf erfi lo
s^'xic'iow .‘iBlii&lou ti^^^O ;fp.0T To'-f . ^fties
/ 6fU tWe 'ep.'-^avlrfi/ 64ct lo^ noJ:iaToua 3l
‘ ;i
'
(I ) , j- i a :r . ©>7 i i *io no Ze, e 0*1 q^ce
oee/iB'CiB'D i BBrl cti ^azlsibbssE toI ba
cdoee 'jrtBxir oe o.tnl q« reLtvi.o n©oJ Eeri ^ucf ^:}r^:£JJo^^:t
©c9rusqBl» lo l8-'oi edZ oap>-i bsIlBj. 3bj< tl ctBrfcf-,
Jbsqol8V6jb 8BW oJiud2 ,Jl'o bocTnZoq need asii zA .o'lll
evi^ oct bnti hbcbZ Jo ^nllu'i edJ nsrlij^neTie cj
.Tericto on cb os.JIbx5 eoBlq b TOTsqics etid
QnldDnl^lzo Boolsll^rc edJ ctBri^ niBel ew ,oa
«
.ocfnlriS bxiB ^meloBT ^aiBlixeloi/'lnoC! stb nlaA nie^isBd nl
. ^
Jbeinmn' evil bna tjtoI x>ectBni:>5iTo e'levr pw'i isn il" <n1T
od" iiiiiS lo noigiXeT erfi elirfw .d^elnriO e'toi^cf eTBO"^
IIA .-^ndnso riirt.ie to rldnevee erfd ni oeqoleve:.-
j »
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CHAPTER V




Judaism is the oldest of nine personally founded
religions. It is the oldest of five living religions
which originated from the belief that a personal deity
had made a special divine revelatioi through an
individual founder. The other later religions of
this type are Zoroastrianism, Christianity, Mohammed-
anism and Sikhism.
The worship in the religion of Judaism is based
on the conception of one holy supreme Jehovah and
His moral government of the world. Jews ordinarily
believe that God prefers the people of Israel to the
exclusion of all others. Their worship tends to
lapse from the lofty prophetical conception to the
practice of being chiefly ceremonial. This religion's
serviees of worship are full of excessive legalism
and formalism.
Great stress on the duties of man, as outlined
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exhortation by Micah is one of the favorites:
*’To do Justly, to love kindness, and
to walk humbly with thy God.” Micah 6:8
”The basis (for Jewish worship) was and is the
reading of the Law; a practice of great antiquity." (1)
The Jewish scriptures include:
1. The Torah or Law. (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy.)
2. Nebiim or the Prophets. (Joshua, Samuel I and II,
Kings I and II, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah,
Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi.
)
3. Xethublm or Sacred Writings. (Psalms, Proverbs,
Job, Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamen-
tations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel,
Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles I and II.)
ether documents read by Hebrews but not included
in the canon of scriptures are the Talmud and the Apocrypha.
The "Shema" is an important part cf Jewish worship.
It is a great confession of the unity of God ch all
practicing Jews must recite at least twice daily.
"The Lord our God-- the Lord is one. And
thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thyy heart and with all thy soul and with
all thy mi^t." Deuteronomy 6:4,5.
(1) Evelyn Underhill, Worship (New York, 1939), p. 211
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Jewish history is a long one and an involved one--
covering many changes in its periods of development.
The latest period is called ’’Refonn Judaism”.
’’Reform Judaism began in Germany about 1845, but
has its center now in the United States, It is
the result of the impact of modern science-- evolution.
Biblical criticism, and philosophy-- upon Jewish
teachers. Reform Judaism rejects the messianic
hope and looks for no restoration of Palestine, It
regards Judaism simply as a religion. It dis-
tinguishes between the moral and the ceremcxiial law,
regarding all ceremonial laws as natural evolutions,
and holds Itself at liberty to reject them except
in so far as time-hen ored custom is psychologically
necessary to religion. The dietary laws are
generally disregarded, and the prayers of the
synagogue are much modified. Organs and mixed choirs
furnish music in the reform synagogues. Reform
Jews substitute for the messianic hope the con-
ception of Israel as a messianic people, chosen
to teach the world of the one true God, They
believe that the Aaronic priesthood has passed away;
every Jew is a priest. The world and humanity
are, in their view, under God’s guidance; humanity
is not innately sinful; it is Israel’s mission to
acquaint every being with the fact that he is a
child of God and to call him to a righteous life,”(l)
Liberal, modem Jews tend to emphasize the moral
laws. In previous times Judaism has stressed the
external exactions of that law, rather than the moral
responsibilities of devotion to the one God of right-
eousness. The Jews are the remnants of a disrupted
nation, now scattered over the face of the earth. This
"virile people claim to be religiously indestructible.
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and they have demonstrated their faithfulness for
over 3000 years.” (1)
The spirit of Judaism, whether orthodox or refomi,
is still noble. Jews regard themselves as the heirs
of the prophets, as the preachers of monotheism, and
the champions of social righteousness. Among themselves
they exhibit a good degree of social solidarity, helping
one another now, as they have during centuries of
persecution, in many practical ways.
The places of worship in the Jewish religion are
called temples and synagogues. Their ”allmemor” or
”biraeh” corresponds to the altars of Christian churches.
All kinds of images are forbidden. There are no picture
in Jevifish places of worship. Morning worship is called
”Shachari th” ; the afternoon worship is ”minchah” and
evening worship is called "maario”. Special observance
of the beginning of the Sabbath is held on Friday
evenings, and the regular weekly services are held on
Saturday, the true Sabbath. 'Worshippers sit or stand,--
but do not kneel except on Few Year’s and the Day of
Atonement. A Saturday service lasts about tv/o hours;
holiday services are from three to four hours in length;
Day of Atonement se rvices last all day long.
(1) BhHume, The V/orld’s Livinp; Religions, p. 187
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The Rabbi and the Cantor direct the service of
worship. There is music in the Jewish service. As
has been mentioned, the liberal church allows the organ
as an instrument. Melodies of the Jewish worship are
peculiarly their own. The congregations sing, there are
choirs,— and these are led by the cantor. It must
be remembered that Jewish worship is sharply divided
into two kinds: Reform, v/hich is liberal, and the
Orthodox, which is conservative. In the Orthodox service
there are no instruments, no participation of women.
The musical standard is more or less primitive in such
churches. (See chapter on Music)
ZOROASTRIANISM
Zoroasthianism is the religion of struggle
along with a good— but limited-- God against the evil
forces inherent in the v/orld. Of all the outside
religions connected with the Bible, vdiether European
or African or Asiatic, Zoroastrianism is the only one
which has remained alive to the present time. Of all
the other nine organized living religions, it is the
only one from which a definite religious belief has
been borrowed and included in the Bible.
A fom of confession of the faitli. which stands in
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the earliest of its cancnical scriptures, and which is
still repeated as part of the dally liturgy of the
worship, asserts that belief that Zoroastrianism is
permanently superior over all the religions of the world.
’^ea, I praise the Faith, the holy creed
which is the most imposing, best, and most
beautiful of all religions v/hich exist and
of all that shall in future come to knowledge." (1
Numerically, the adherents, while they include
some brilliant and noble souls, now constitute the
smallest canmunity among the eleven organized historic
religions. They number slightly'- over 100,000, and
are located mostly in India.
Zoroastrianism has a priestly code of ceremonial
laws ^ich are recorded in the Vendidad which is used
with the Yasna in worship. The Yasht s( V/orship hymns)
are compiled into an anthology of religious poetry,
containing invocations to tv/enty-one angels and heroes
of Zoroastrianism. The Khorda-Avest a is a devotional
handbook of litanies and prayers for cocmcn use.
This religion teaches that there is one deity to
be worshipped supremely-- the power of light, 15.ffe, truth,
and goodness. His name is Ahura tiazda (Wise Lord, or Lord
(1) L.H, Kills, Sacred Books of the East (London, 1910),
p. 250
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of Wisdom). The follovd.ng is one of their ascriptions
of praise:
’’Ahura Mazda, the creator, radiant, glorious,
greatest and best, most beautiful, most film,
wisest, most perfect, the most bounteois Spirit."
( 1 )
The first Yasht contains a list of 20 names of
Ahura Mazda. A longer list of 54 names followed later.
The last list contained as many as 101 names.
The first chapter in the Zoroaster scripture
directs that v^^orship first be accorded to Ahura Mazda,
and then to a long list of objects; the sun, m.oon, stars,
fire, v/ind, waters and mountains, spirits of the departed,
etc. Followers of Zoroastrianism have been conmonly
knovm as "fire-worshippers". They regard fire, especially
the sun, as a symbol of a deity of light, purity, aid
warmth. The maintenance of an undying fire in connection
w'ith the formal worship has been an Important feature
of Zoroastrianism through a period which is several
centuries longer than the entire history of Christianity.
Worship in this religion consists chiefly in
repeating prescribed prayers, of which there are many,
both daily and seasonal. The two most important are
the "Ahunavairo" and the "Aahem-vohu" . The confession
of faith is as follows;
(1) Ibid., p. 195-196
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”I confess myself a v/orshipper of
Mazda, a follower of !6oroaster, one who
hates the Daevas (Evil Spirits) and who
obeys the law of Ahura.”
It is believed that the Magi, the wise men from
the East, who came to the manger to see the new-born
Jesus, were Zoroastrian priests. (1)
The Zoroastrian books of scripture are under the
general title of Avesta- meaning '’knowledge”. They
include
1 . Yasna-- worship or sacrifice
2. Gathas- 17 psalms,
3. Visperad— liturgical work employed
in worship services.
4. Vend! dad-- priestly code of laws
governing ceremonies. Con-
tains much material about
history, socialogy, and theology.
5. Yasths— Worship hymns,
6. Khorda-- Avesta, or little Avesta-- a
devotional handbook used by all
Zoroastrians
.
The Yasna is the most important of these books.
The word "Yasna” means "worship including sacrifice."
The book includes the most important liturgy of
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Zoroasttlanism, and comprises the elements of confession,
invocation, prayer, exhortation, and praise (sounding
much like a Protestant service,')
One most effective expression of praise is
found in the Zoroaster scripture:
"If I have offended thee, whether by
thought or word, or deed, whether hy
act of will, or without intent or wish,
I earnestly make up the deficiency of
this in praise to thee."
The exhortation in their scripture which mi£)b.t
sum up in a literal and sjTnholic manner their whole
religion is the phrase: "Keep the Li^t burning I"
MOHAIwl'IEDAIO; SM
Islam, or Mohammedanism, is one of the nine
religions v/hich originated out of the personal teachings
of a creative founder. The remaining two, Hinduism
and Shinto, have been spontaneous, comrainai-growing
projects, Islam is one of the three universal religions,
along v;lth Buddhism and Christianity. The others
are hereditary or national. Islam is one of the four
monotheistic religions, along with Judaism, Sikhism, and
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The chief scripture of Islam is the Koran v;hich
outlines the essential duties of man. There are
’’Five Pillars” of Mohammedan wisdom.
1. Repetition of the creed.
Every Moslem is required to repeat
the confession of faith, or watch-
word, Kaiimah, every day in the
ori ginal Arab i c
.
’’There is no god but Allah,
and Mohammed is the prophet
of Allah."
2. Prayer.
The Koran enjoins followers to
pray much and often. The call to
prayer may be heard from the
minaret of every mosque five times
every day. Prayer must be directed
tovtrar-d the Sacred Mosque at Mecca.
5. Almsgiving.
4. Fasting during the days of the month of
Ramadan
.
5. The Pilgrimage to Mecca.
Every Moslem was originally required
to visit, at least once in his life-
time, the Mosque at Mecca. He was
supposed to circumambulate the Mosque,
and to kiss the Kaaba Black Stone
seven times. This pilgrimage was to
be perromed within certain lunar
months, and according to certain other
details. However, in case of dis-
ability, this sacred mission ralf^t
be perfomed by a substitute. This
practice has been startlingly changed
since the days of the first World War. (1)
(1) Hume, The World’s Living Religions, p. 228
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The Koran consists of il4 chapters or Suras,
The first is a short opening prayer, the famous Fatihah.
The other 113 chapters are arranged in the order of
their length from one of 286 verses to one of three verses.
The Fatihah is as follows:
"Praise be to God, Lord of the v/orldsj
The compassionate, the mercifulJ
King on the day of reckoningl
Thee only do v/e worship, and to Thee do
vie cry for help.
Guide Thou us on the straight path.
The path of those to whom Thou hast been
gracicus.
With vhom thou art not angry, and who
go not astray."
Kohammedan sects are almost as numeroui^ as the
sects of the Christian ehurch, and they are as varied.
Mohammedanism began as the religion of a semi-barbarou
s
people. Though a great advance upon the Arabian
heathenism which it displaced, it appeals, in its
primitive form, essentially to backv/ard peoples. Thou^
Mohammed endeavored so to fetter it that progress would
be impossible, the genius of the best Mohammedan thinkers
has been able to find avenues of expansion and to make
Islam a fairly exalted religion. The varieties of Islamic
thou^t rival those of Christianity, and the number of
its mystical sects surpasses that of Christianity. Much
must be conceded to a religious system that commands the
devotion of nearly one-sixth of the population of the
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globe, even if it must be recognized that it is not
the natural instrument for the expression of the religious
feeling of the most refined, (1)
On the day of Id-ul-Fitr, on which the month-long
fast of i^amadan is ended, elaborate, ritualistic prayers
are conducted in the streets, and in the mosques. Women
customarily do not pray in mosques since Moslems assign
women to a strictly inferior status, *'0n entering a
mosque devotees form rows four feet apart thus allowing
space for prostrating themselves. Each is responsible
for keeping rows strai^t. Though mosques are most
crowded on special religious days, all Moslems are
supposed to pray five times a day-- at dawn, at noon,
in the afternoon when the shadow of any object is double it
hei^t, at sunset and once during the nl^t between
the fading of twilight and the beginning of dawn.” (2)
There are five positions assumed by Moslems
in prayer. The first is called ”Qayaam”, which is
standing with heads bowed and hands folded reverently.
The second is taken after the priest reads a stanza
from the Koran. The Moslem bends forward stiffly with
his open palms resting on his knees and repeats three
(1) Barton, Religions of the World , pages 115 and 116,
(2) Life Magazine. September 30, 1946.
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First position of Mohammedan prayer
times, "Holy is ray Lord, the Magnificent." The priest
replies, "God hears him who praises him", aid the
devotee stands erect gettS.ng ready for the next position
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Third position of Mohammedan prayer
noses and foreheads to the ground, with their palms
also on the ground. These first three positions are
repeated once again, then the v/orshippers assume the
fourth position, which is kneeling but resting back on
the feet. The fifth position is the same as the fourth
except that the hands are extended in supplication, (l)
The position of worship is most important in this religion,
Services move with almost mechanical precision because the
Moslems are so familiar with the process.
The whole worship may be considered liturgical, and
consists of only prayer which is memorized completely
by ever- 3’' v/orshlpper. One day a week, Friday, the Imam
(leader) reads the Koran and then speaks about moral
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PRAYER N A MOSQUE

or political questions connected with the faith. In
Moslem worship there is no music as we know it, but the
call to prayer from the minaret is melcdinus and means
’’music” to every devout worshipper.
Not many V/estern customs have been introduced into
the worship of the Mohammedans. The only modern touch
quite common at the present time is the presence of a
loud speaker in the larger mosques.
CHRIST IAi'HTY
The remaining religion is Christianity, the
strength of which is based on its conception of God
as a loving, holy Father. The character and teachings
of Jesus, the conception of the Holy Spirit, and the
teachings of the Kingdom of God are the marked differences
which exalt this final religion. One of the tragedies
of this form of religion is the fact that there are so
many divisions because of lack of unity. Differences
in worship, belief or dogma, organization-- all tend
to tear down the greatness of the essential character
of Christianity. The founder’s ideal of brotherly love





’’Seen from the historical standpoint, Christianity
in its origin was a Jewish sect,” (1) ”Christian
v/orship begins with a small cult of devout Jews, who
believed that in Jesus of Nazareth God had spoken, and
the hope of their race had been fulfilled. Its raw
material was their common religious inheritance
(the practice, teaching, and symbolism of the temple
and synagogue) the special practice and teaching of
their Master, and last the decisive experiences of
Easter and Pentecost.” (2)
The basis of the Christian principle is that Love
is the divine secret of blessedness. Wm. Hyde has
summed up this_ principle in these v/ords:
”To dwell reverently on the Infinite
Love; to keep in one’s heart a sacred
place where His holy name is adored; to
eagerly seek for Love’s coming in our
hearts, in the hearts of all men, and
in all the affairs of the world; to
gratefully receive all material blessings
as gifts for use in Love’s service; to
beseech for ourselves and bestow on
others that forgiveness which is Love’s
attitude toward our human frail it ies
and failings; to fortify ourselves’ in
advance against the allurements of sense,
and base desire to gain good for ourselves
at cost of evil to Others; to remember
that all right rule, and ail true strength,
all worthy honour inhere in and flow from
Love, and Love’s father, God-- to do
this day by day sincerely and simply with-
(1) H. Underhill, Worship
.
(New York, 1939) p. 193.
(2) Ibid;, p. 218.
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out formality or ostentation-- this
is to pray, and to insure praj'-er’s
inevitable answer-- a life through which
Love freely flows to bless both the
world and ourselves." (1)
There are three main divisions of Christendom:
the Eastern churches, the Roman churches, and Pro-
testantism. The Eastern churches crystallized at the
beginning of the Middle Ages and have since contributed
little to Christian progress. The Roman church crystallized
at the end of the middle ages and adjusts Itself to modern
progress with the greatest difficulty. Protestantism
presents the greatest variety. Some sections of it
"have not passed beyond the semi-mediaeval point of
view of the early Reformers, while other sections of it
have welcomed the new knowledge .... .The best hope of
the v/orld lies in the possibility that Christianity may
come to have universal influence." (2)
(1) Wm. D. Hyde, Five Great Philosophies of Life
TNev; York, 1928), p. 215.
'
(2) Barton, Religions of the World
, p. 307
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THE MUSIC OF WORLD WORSHIP
The music of world worship comes under six
classifications: Chinese, Japanese, Hindu or Indian,
Arabic, Jewish, and the music of Western civilizati oi
.
CHINESE MUSIC
Chinese music immediately suggests a sacred
significance, for at its base is the principal tone of
absolute pitch, the so-called "Huang chung". This
"huang-chung" has always been considered not only
a cosmologic and sacred element of music but also the
very foundation of the state and the people. During
several centuries, the extinction of a dynasty was
invariably ascribed to their failure to secure the
true "huang chung". To new rulers it was a matter of
great concern to regain the exact measurement of the
bamboo pipe of absolute pitch.
In Chinese music the numbers of four and twelve
are sacred. Rhythm, measures, and phrases almost alway
are separated into groups of four. The four seasons
are designated by notes. The note F is Autumn, C is
Spring, G is Winter, and D is Sumner.
IV JISTmiO
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From the principal tone ’’huang chung” (eventually
this pitch became or bet’ween and "e"flat) other
notes were derived by means of bamboo tubes, called "lu.”
The result is a cycle of fifths, identical with that of
the Phythagorean system. The first five "lus” (f-c-g-d-a)
are the basis of Chinese music from the earliest eras to
the present day. This is known as a pentatonic ”five-t cned”
scale
.
To these ”ius” there is what is knov/n as ’’cosmological
connotat ion”
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In one period of Chinese music history there were
huge orchestras, numbering 300 or more instruments.
These orchestras were used for ritual and courtly music.
Chinese instruments are classified into eight groups
according to the material from which they are made.
(1) This table is arranged from information in
Music Through the Ages
.
Marion Bauer and Ethel
Peyser (New York, 1946) p, 27,
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1, gourd (mouth organ, ”sheng”)
2, bamboo (panpipe, ’’t'sai hslao”)
3. wood ("Chu”, a wooden percussion instrument)
4. silk (zither, ’’ch'in" and "she”- with
strings from silk)
5, clay (globular flutes, "hsuan”)
6, metal (bell, "chung” and bell chimes)
7. stone (sonorous stone "ch’ing” and stone chine
8. skin (drums, ”po fu”)
Particularly important to a study of the sacred and
ritualistic music are the chimes made from stones, fre-
quently in the shape of an L, or from bells of identical
shape but differing in thickness,
A number of ancient hymns are preserved in the Chinese
music system. All of these proceed in tones which are
held for a long time. They are usually of the same duration
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Formerly, such a hymn was accompanied by a large
orchestra of perhaps 120 harps, 180 lutes, 200 mouth organs,
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20 oboes, driims, bells, and chimes. It i s probable that
parallel fourths and fifths were used as a sort of
organum. ( 1)
Kusic in China has degenerated in the last few
centuries of our time. Its spiritual significance is
becoming lost. It is interesting to note that the Chinese
word for music is ”yuo". The v/ord for serenity is ”lo”, and
the symbol for both is Identical J( 2) The whole system
was originally bound up in Chinese philosophy, as witness
the belief that descending tones are superior because
they come from above, and that ascending tones are inferior
because they come from below!
In China ”it is the province of the superior man alone
to understand the principles of music... Kusic holds the
place of the great original principle. Heaven: the rites
hold the place of created beings. Earth. In showing itself
without repose music is like heaven, •?\h.ich is in perpetual
motion: in showing themselves immovable, the rites resemble
earth, which is without moticn.” (3)
(1) Information from Harvard Dictionary of Music , Willi Apel
,
(Boston, 1946) p, 137,
(2) Information from l!usic Through the Ages , Bauer and Peyser,
( New York, 1946) p,26
(3) Yok-Kyi , translated by B. Jenkins in Pro Muslca,
December, 1928.
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Japan owes Its music, as its culture in general, to
the Chinese, The Japanese have actively developed this
heritage, and they have also preserved many elements of
older Chinese music which has been lost in the home country.
The ancient Chinese temple music which was introduced into
Japan around A.D, 600 is called ”Gagaku”, This is
orchestral music, performed by small shav/ms, flutes, mouth
organs, lutes, drums, and gongs, ’’This is the indigenous
Japanese temple (Shinto) music vfeich is used today for
the most solemn v/orship Today it is played on the ’’koto”
and the flutes,” (1)
The koto has been the national instrument since the
17th century and is a zither-like instrument with a sounding
board almost seven feet long. It has thirteen strings.
The player sits in front of the instrument which is placed
on the floor. It is played with a ”plectra” with the
right hand while the left presses the strings and adjusts
the bridges.
Japan has a pentatonic scale of its own in three
tunings scmev/hat like the Hypo- and the Hyperdorian modes
of the Greeks. A rudimentary state of harmoiy is perceptible
in Japanese music.
The three modes of Japanese music are named ’’hirajoshi”,
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Phrases in Japanese music are frequently of irregular
length (five or seven measures) in contrast to the more
strict scheme of Chinese music. The rhythms provided by
the drums are in those peculiar arrangements also fouiid
in Hindu, Javanese, Arabic music which, to us, seem to
obscure the fundamental time and beat.
Example j
Buddhist services in Japan are chanted on only
one pitch, accompanied by cymbals and rich-toned gongs. This
is typical of all Buddhist services, regardless of the
countries where they are held.
INDIAN lUSIC
In India there are people whose music i s of a most
primitive form. It plays an important part in their
festivals of seed-planting and harvest time, in their
religious ceremonies and dances, and in their idolatry and
occultism. Their music is essentially one-line melody,
marked by a strong rhythmic beat.
'’There is no fixed tonality, no notation,
no discord because there is no harmony. The
whole-tone scale is of immemorial antiquity in
India. The diversity of expression in primitive
music is not so much in the melody itself.
1o s'ib olaum ©ceneqaL nl aea^ori*!
eiO£a 9xfct oct ^ssionoo nl (seTjje^otti n©voa 'lo svil)
Ycf bebtvoTC emrid^'ffi'i ©xlT .oiei/n ©ssnlrfO lo 91O01IO8 ^o1*i^e
bi.uo'l o&Lb e Enemas njart-iB lelluoQq eeoricJ nl ©ib enuj'xb erid-
oct masK .BJJ ad ^rlolrfw olei/ra oirJa'iA ^oeenavst* ,irbniH fjl
t.
.deed bnj8, ©raid XadneiaBbrujl arfd a'luoedo
• 9lqfliBx3
•^Ino no bodnsno sna naqal* nJt esolvnas dBXobbuS
sldT .a-^nos benod-rfol‘i bna eladci^o beincqxnoooa ^riodlq ©no
erld 'lo 83©I£n[fis©'r ,aeol'/*T93 dalribbuS iio lo tsolc^d 3x
.blarl ©IB ’cerfd ©'leriA' i.aX'idroJOO
OXcUM
iaom a Xo b 1 oXaum eaorlw elqoaq ©ib ©nierid aU»xiI nl
iXerid nl dnaq dnad'ioq'^’l nc s^bXo dl .raro‘1 svldlinlnq
nlsiid nl ^a^rld daevrcBrl bna anldnBXq-beaa Xo sXBvldsaX
bnB '\jnd3Xobl nlsitt nl bna ^asonab bna eelncmeieo auolslXei
^^boXem ©nlX-eno oleum nle/fT ,m?ldXuooo
.daecf olciridTrrl'i -.i-onia b ^rd be^ham
^ncldadon on ^TfdlXBiiod boxll on el ,
enT .^noiiriad 0:1 al B-ierid eeuBoed bnooalb on i
nl ^ Xalnomenml lo al aXaoa enod-aXodw
evldlmlnq nl noleeoiqxe lo yjle'i&vlb edT .elbnl
.IXoadl vboXern ©rid nl xiouri oa don el oiaura
as in the various tempos and rhythms
set by the drums. These may be slow
and muffled, or quick and staccato;
both to the same tune, yet each giving
an entirely different effect.” (1)
The Hindus ascribe the origin of music to a heavenly
source. The scale is attributed to the wife of Brahma,
their most important god or principle. She is the goddess
of music and of speech.
”Speech, or the Word, is thought to walk
in heaven before the gods. And in every
song is reflected the respect for the
Word on a par with the music .. .Throu^out
Hindu myth and music, nature and deity
go heart to heart.” (2)
Singing is very popular in India. In the Kig Veda
we find the words: ”Indra rejects the offering made
without music.” Music is used to appease and to please
the gods, Sind to bring sunshine or rain. And for twenty-
eight centuries in Ceylon, priests have chanted from the
sacred books during every full moon from dark until dawn.
Hindu music is based on a division of the octave
into 22 small intervals, called ”scruti”. They are similar
to quarter tones. The so-called modes of Hindu music are
called ”ragas”. They are melody types and these have
left a traceable influence in Western plain song.
(1) Lily Strickland, Aboriginal and Animistic Influences in
Indian Music
,
Musical Quarterly, July, 1929.
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Each "raga” has musical characteristics, but also
ethical and emotional significance. Furthermore, each
raga is associated with a special season or hour of the
day. (For instance, one "raga” mi^t express reverence
at the dav/ning of a day.)
Hindu music is essentially monophonic, having a drone
accompaniment by a "tambura”, which is like an unfretted
lute, and a rhythmic background of drums. The melody is
very elaborate and has many ornamentations. (However, the
oldest Hindu sacrificial chants move simply within a
tetrachord’s range.)
The ancient ”vina” is the chief instrument of the
Hindus. It has a long body of wood reinforced by gourds.
It has six or seven strings, and movable frets. The
elaborate system of drumming is especially characteristic
in Hindu music. Notation is peculiarly their own, also,
and consists of Sanskrit characters for notes with other
.
words indicating pitch and dynamics,
ARAi3IAN rJSIC
Arabian music is a product of Persian music made
over and improved upon by the Arabs in the early part of
the Christian era.
Two characteristics of Arabian music are especially
osLb , sc.^o iQotPi/m eatl rfo^d
ilose tS'TOufiQXicJ'ni^ .sonaoXlinT^la -Iiinol:fOiji9 boB .iBOiciie
arid' lo *xx/od t;o r’.j&BdB IbIoocs b ridlw tieisIooBaB
ooii©'i9ve'i csorccpcs dr^;im snu
^
aooadani' io^) .^-:£\b
(.VBi),j3 'lo '^nlnwjjb erid dB




bsddQ'i'iru; ,j3fi ai rtoici^ ^ ”Bix/Jcusd” jq dns.uinBqnoooB
el bo I©nr ertT .ami.'ib lo b.iiJoi:^3(oBcJ oimndijri'i b briB ^©dtjl
©rfd ,i©vew'oHj , eiioldf*dnemJonT,a ajar briB ©dBiodBl© y;*i6v
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lo dTiaq '^Xtb© add nl eo'b*iA ©dd x^> noqi^ bevoaqir-f 5na
. Mme riBid’.jMdO
Y;IlBl©aqee a-ia oleum naldB^iA lo eol Jelnadoausdo ow^f
noteworthy. Their rhythm, probably its most important
feature, is difficult for an Occidental to understand.
For example, we interpret nine-four time as 3x3; they
can take it as thrice 2, once 3, or in many other ways.
The melodies of Arabian music are accompanied by drum or
strings in a continuous figure. The Arabs like cross
rhythms which are very difficult for us to produce. The
accompaniment usually is of an entirely different rhythm
from the melody.
The other theory that has been much discussed is that
of consonance and dissonance.
”It has been claimed that, as early as
the 10th century, the Arabs considered the
third a consonance while in Western Europe
it was not recognized as such until about
1300. The fact is that Arabian theory does
not make any distinction betv/een ccnsaiance
and dissonance, but knows only decreasing
degrees of consonance. ” (1)
Corresponding to the "ragas” of Hindu music, Arabians
have ”maqams”. Every piece of Arabian music is written
in the pattern of one of these maqams. (The nearest we
can probably understand these styles is to compare the
meaning of ”Bach style", "Palestrina style", etc.)
(1) Harvard Diction ary, p. 46
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^
Arabic music is sad and plaintive* An unpleasant
nasal quality of singing i s evident, and as in "Sennacherib's
time (681 B.G.) the Persian as well as the Arabian v/cmen
produce a tremolo by shaking the hand under the chinl" (1)
Eerie effects are made in Arab music by the gloss or trill-
like ornament, grace notes, slldlngs, leaps, and descending
rather than ascending tones. Much of its distinction, allure,
and its charm, too, is obtained by the frequent wanderings
from triple to duple and from duple to triple time.
The two main instruments are the short -necked and the
long-necked lutes. The family of the bowed instruments is
represented by the "rebab" which consists of a long stick
extending through a coconut. They also have a vdnd
instrument called a double shawm with two pipes, one for
the melody, the other for bourdon accompaniment. (2)
The Arab music has little religious significance. In
fact, Mohammed tabooed instrumental music and for its
practice Arabs were arrested!! However, the call to prayer
is very musical and the chanting of the prayer service
is maintained as a permanent feature of Mohammedan religion.
(1) Bauer, Music Through the Ages (Nev/ York, 1946), p. 22 .
(2) Karl Gel ringer. Musical Instruments (Nev^ York, 1945)
p.6o.
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JEWISH MUSIC
Hebrew music sprang from the soul of a people whose
everyday life v/as preponderately religious.
’’Jewish music is the song of Judaism throu^
the lips of the Jew, It is the tonal expression
of Jewish life and development ovei' a period
of more than 2000 years,” (1)
Jewish music throu£jaout the centuries has retained
its Semitlc-Criental characteristics in spite of non-Semitic
influences at various times of its development. In order
to understand this music it must be remembered that
all Oriental music has these distinguishing characteristics:
1. It is based on modal forms, a mode being
composed of a number of motives within






2. It has much ornament.
Most of it is composed of short notes.
Long notes have tremolos and ornaments,
3. It is unrhythmical.
4. Its fundamental tonality is the quarter- tone
system. The melodic line, however, of
Jewish music does not often shov; the
tendency of the octachordal system- for
the tunes are usually built on tetrachordal
or pentachor-dal ranges,
5. It has much improvisation.
(1) A.ZIdelsohn, Jev/ish Music (New York, 1932) p. 24
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u6, It retains Its folk-character
in form as well as material.
7. It is transmitted orally.
The traditional Jewish chant is a fore-runner of
the Gregorian chant, and many music students see a marked
resemblance between the two types of music. Characteristic
of the Jewish music is a system of antiphonal singing,
congregational responses such as "Hallelujah” and "Amen",
force of tone, nasal quality of singing, and certain noisy
effects when instruments have been used.
Biblical and prayer modes constitute the oldest, and
most genuine part of Jev/ish worship. They are also the
most Oriental-Semitic feature. Upon these modes all later
creations have been based.
The Biblical modes are many in number, and are based
on stereotyped formulae indicated by signs, sometimes called
"cheironomia" . This cant illation, or reading of the Bible,
is still observed in the Orthodox synagogue, but not in the
reform synagogue since 1815. (In the latter it is merely
spoken or declaimed.) These traditional times have all the
marks of Oriental music already discussed.
The prayer modes are derived from the modes of the
Bible I
The Tefilla from the Pentateuch
The Selicha and Hogen-Ouous from the Prophets,
Lamentations, and Psalms
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The Viddui mode fran Job and Psalirs
These prayer modes are a melody type of music v/lth
much free vocal fantasia, frequently of highly virtuouso
character.
There is another type of Jewii^i music known as serai-
religious. This includes table chants for the saying of
grace, and for worship in the home. T-f^e latter includes
the recitation of the story of the redemption from Egypt.
Of vital importance are the melodlcally fixed chants
which were created after the ninj^h century. Ashkenazim
are Jev/s living in V«estern, Central, and Eastern Europe, and
those Jev/s in America, Africa, Asia, and Australia.
Originally, Ashkenazim included only German Jev/s . These
people originated or created new tunes or "sacred melodies".
This nev; material adopted during the ll-15th centuries
may be classified in modal tunes, sat unrhytlimlcal tunes,
and rhythmical melodies.
The modes of Ashkenazim were similar to the old
Oriental modes. They consisted of a group of motives, used
in free, fluid form.
The most outstending tunes set to prose texts during
this time of development are as follows:
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1. Olerm- (Adoration, used for Holidays)
2. Hammelech (The King, morning service)
3. Ovos (relates the merits of patriarchs)
4. Kaddish (Sanctification, used for Sabbaths
and Festivals)
5. Vehakohanim (Day of Atonement)
6. Kol-Nidre (recited in the 11th century three













At the beginning of the 17th century Ashkenazic
song spread over Central and Eastern Europe. The writers
of the seventeenth century already referred to these
tunes as ’’traditional tunes”.
The periods of change and development in Christian
church music find a parallel in Jewish music. Ars nova,
the polyphonic period, baroque music, the first use of
harmony, and especially folk-music all these influenced
Jewish music.
At the time when Judaism instituted certain reforms
the music also underwent many changes. ’’The effort was to
modernize, to Europeanize the music, while at the same time
to retain the traditional material. Talented and cultured
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Song for practical use-- to collect the traditional tunes
and investigate their origin and history." (1)
The history and work of the "chazzanim" is an illustrious
one and includes the accompli ^iments of many fancus musicians.
"Pov/er rather than sensuous sweetness seems to have
been the essence of Hebrew music, and simplici tjr, the result
of the welding of the nomadic and religious life. Hebrew
music was similar to that of the ancient Arab which has
persisted through the ages." (2)
The only Jewish instrument knovm in Biblical times
which has survived up to the present time is the "shofar",
a ram*s horn. It was used on the Day of Atonement, and was
considered to be sacred, inasmuch as the ram was a sacrificial
animal. In present Jewish 7(?orship the shofar is used at
the celebration of the Nev/ year. Actually it produces two
crude and avi^e-inspiring sounds, roughly corresponding to the
second or third, harmonic.
Music to the Jewish religion has always been a v/ay
of communication v/ith Jehovah ai d an expression of praise
to Kim.
(1) Idelsohn, Jewish Music , p. 287.
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THE MUSIC OP THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The music of the Christian church has evolved
through a long history of various periods. At first
it was a combination of Greek, Latin, and Hebrew elements.
After the period of the Latin hymn, Gregorian plainsong
predominated the scene for 1000 years. The next period--
polyphonic, modal music of the Italian school— is exemplified
by Palestrina. This preceded the time of the Reformation
which brought v/ith it the development of the chorale.
The contribution of folk music to the music of the Church
cannot be overlooked. Psalmody grew to startling
proportions after the Reformation and lasted in England
and in Continental Reformed churches for 300 years.
Simultaneously, the German hymnody continued, and after a
later period of "gospel song” digress iai, English and
American hymnody began to develop and become strong in
influence. Of later years there has been a great movement
to adopt the best of the plainsong and polyphonic eras.
Modern Christian worship has a vast heritage of musical wealth
from which to draw. The pathetic part of the situation
is that most musical directors are so ignorant of the avail-
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In the preparation of such a paper as this thesis
the student is confronted with a wealth of material con-
cerning the origin, history, and beliefs of the existent
religions. However, a practical survey covering information
about the actual, corporate worship seemed to be lacking.
A questionnaire v/as therefore prepai-ed and sent to
many people of high scholastic standing who had either
spent time in the various countries concerned, or had
been born there and thus were fully acquainted with the
facts involved. The questionnaires were sent to a few
native students, teachers, doctors of philosophy, writers,
and ministers, many of whom were returned missionaries.
(These names are mentioned in the acknowledgment section.)
The survey itself was introduced by a letter, and
is included, with the survey, in the appendix of this
thesis
.
For the purposes of this chapter the questions will
be mentioned in their regular order, and the answers will
follow. It must be remembered that not all of the questions
could possibly be pertinent to all religions. Therefore,
some of the questions have fewer answers than others.
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2. What are the places of worship called?
"Temple” is the name for the house of worship
in these 10 religions, except for the
"mosque" of Mohammedanism and the "synagogue"
of Judaism. ("Temple" is, of course, also
used in Judaism.)
5. Are these places located only in large communities?
Except for Judaism, where temples
and synagogues are usually found in
large communities, the answer is
"no" to this question.
4. Is there a so-called altar in the temple?
Hinduism-- the image takes the place.
Confucianism-- yes.
Buddhism— something that corresponds.
Judaism— Yes, a "allmemor" or "bimah"
Islam-- a so-called "mihrab", a niche
which points into the direction
of Mecca.
Sikhism-- No, except for the "Cranth"
of sacred book.
Taoism-- Yes.
5. Are there accomodations for seating?
Hinduism-- No.
Confucianism-- No.
Buddhism-- Yes, —on the floor.
Judaism-- Yes
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6. General information about place of worship.
Confucianism-- temples have been erected
more to serve as memorials to
Confucius than for places for
religious services.
Buddhism— Large variety both as to location
and form. Temples lean toward the
ornate in most Buddhist sects. It
may be a large temple with many idol^
or it may be a small three-sided
affair in which sits the god of a
section of the locality to which the
people burn incense on certain days
and on special occasions. In Japan
the Buddhist temple is usually the
center of the community. There is
a separate bell building. A tower
is a customary part of the temple
and has many roofs. The priest live^
in the Japanese temple.
Judaism- Any kind of image or picture is
forbidden.
Islam-- The mosque must face towards Mecca;
that is, so that the people while
praying may face in that direction.
There is a large variety also in
Mohammedan temples. They range
from a simple white-washed room,
often with a half-open roof, to the
most beautiful architectural struc-
tures such as the Mosque of Omar,
the Mohammed Ali Mosque, etc.
Taoism— The altar is a beautifully carved
arch, painted with gold and red
lacquer where incense is burned.
7. Are there specific times for worship?
Hinduism— No.
Confucianism-- Certain feast days.
Buddhism-- No, except that on certain days of
the lunar month the temples are
more frequented than on others.
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Islam-- Five times daily;
before sunrise, midday, mid-after-
noon, soon after sunset, and after
night-fall.
Sikhism— No.
Taoism-- No. People go to temple individually'
or in groups at any time.




Judaism— Yes, Friday evening at sunset
until Saturday ni^t at sunset.
Islam-- Not as generally understood, but
on Friday there is special prayer




9. At what time of day is their worship usually held?
Hinduism— Any time.
Confucianism-- Any time.
Buddhism— At any time. During festivals
worship is held all day and
all night.
Judaism— Friday evening at sundown.
Saturday, all day.
Islam— The Friday service is held around
noon.
Sikhism— No particular tiipe, with possible
emphasis on evening hour.
Taoism-- Priests usually worship in morning
and at ni^t. Others have no
definite time.
-naoa-eJiA
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Do the worshippers sit, stand, or kneel?
Hinduism-- Stand,
Confucianism^- Stand and bow.
Buddhism-- Stand or kneel.
Judaism-- Sit or stand. (No kneeling
except on two occasions-- New
Year's and Day of Atonement.)
Islam-- Five postures
1. Heads bowed and hands folded,
2. Bodies bent forward with open
palms resting on knees,
3. Prostration.
4. Kneeling, but resting back on
feet
.
5. SEone as fourth, with hands
extended in supplication.
Sikhism— Sit,
Taoism-- Sit and kneel.
11.
For how long do the services last?
Hinduism— No definite length.
Confucianism--
Sikhism— ” *» »*
Buddhism- Not uniform. Entirely
an individual matter. Wor-
shippers come and go
at their own pleasure.
Judaism-- On Saturday about 2 hours.
On holidays about 3-4 hours.
On Day of Atonement— all day,
Islam— About one half-hour.
Taoism-- No time limit.
12.







Sikhism-- " or "guru"
Confucianism— none.
Judaism— rabbi
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13 Hov; are these leaders chosen or appointed?
Hinduism-- Bom into caste
Taoism-- ” " "
Jainism— « n «
Buddhism-- Appointed hy higher officials of sect
Judaism-- Chosen
Islam— Chosen by the group for the occasion.
Usually in rural communities it is one
7/ho knows how to read and at the same
time can teach the children. The ”Imam”
may be appointed by the guardian of the
mosque, v/ho is appointed by the builder,
Sikhism-- Hereditary
Taoism— Self-appointed: those whose spiritual
level has reached a certain level, accord-
ing to common consent.
14.






Islam— Mpsques may be built by villages,




15, Hov; are the leaders supported?
Hinduism-- By offerings
Confucianism-- Government officials
Buddhism— offerings and gifts. Produce
from temple lands,
Judaism— Paid salary by congregation,
Islam-- Self-supporting, either by teaching,
business, or adminstering law, etc,
Sikhism— Gifts, Priests themselves work,
Taoism— Collections,
















18. Does more than one person direct the service?
Judaism-- Yes, the cantor also directs
part of the service.
Islam-- the "muezzin" who calls the people to
prayer.
Sikhism— several "gurus" participate.







20. If so, are there printed copies of this liturgy?
Judaism— Yes.
Islam-- Yes.
21 Is there any congregational participation in any part
of the service?
Confucianism— No.
Buddhism-- Yes, in Japan,
Judaism-- Yes, after a blessing, the
congregation says "Amen".
Islam-- Yes, by words pronounced, by
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Islam-- Yes, It the service.
Si’-^hism— Yes.








24. Is there any exhortation or guidance given by the




Buddhism-- On appointed occasions, yes.
Not customary.
Judaism-- Yes, Heading the prophets or
’’sayings of the fathers,”
Heformed churches have sermons,




25. Are there any fixed ceremonies?' - similar to Christian
customs such as communion?
Buddhism— Yes,
Judaism-- Prayer shawls are worn. They are
called ’’tallith”. Prayer ornaments are
worn.
Islam-- The washing of hands, head, feet— before
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If so, what instruments are used?
%
Hinduism-- ”vina” and dmms.
Confucianism— None.
Buddhian-- I'lute, drums, bells.
Judaism— Organ (in reform churches)
Shofar
Sikhism-- Cymbals, drums, and strings
Taoism-- drums and bells
28,
Who does the singing?
Buddhism-- priests.
Judaism— cantor, soloists, choir.
Islam- Imam in reading the Koran
Sikhism-- priest leads- the others fbllov/,
29. Do they ever have a director of music?
In Judaism the director is the "cantor”.
In Sikhism a "guru” or an assistant is the
director.
30. Does the congregation ever sing?
Yes,- only in J-Qdaism, Islam, and Sikhism.
31. Do they ever have choirs?
Yes, in Judaism. Usually no in Buddhism,
but occasionally in Japan, yes.
32.
Do women ever participate in any part of the service?
Hinduism— No.
Confucianism— No, only in individual meditation.
Buddhism-- Yes, in some sects and in Japan.
Judaism-- Yes, but not in "orthodoxy”.
Islam— Women are not generally accepted into
group worship. Exceptions are now made




Do they actually sing the hymns found in their scriptures?
Confucianism-- No,
Buddhism-- In Japan, yes.
Usually, no.
Judaism-- Yes.
Islam— All their scripture is chanted.
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Sikhisn— Yes.
Taoism-- No.
34. Is their music really a system of chanting?
Hinduism— Yes.






35. If so, is there printed music of these chants, or
are they merely remembered from generation to
gene ration?
Hinduism-- There is some printed music
in modern times. However, it
is very limited.
Buddhism-- Music is remembered from generation
to generation.
Judaism-- Yes.
Sikhism— Limited amount of printed music.
Taoism-- No.
36. Do the common people know any of this music?
Hinduism-- Yes.
Buddhism-- Yes.












38. Is there a sharp difference betv/een their church music
and their secular music?
Hinduism-- No.
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39. General remarks about the music.
The Japanese Buddhists in their modern Sunday
schools pattern after Christian Sunday schools.
Hymns in praise of Buddha are composed and in
many instances are sung to Western tunes, accom-
panied by piano or organ. (’’Buddha loves me, this
I know*’ is a popular hymn.)
40. On the whole, are the people faithful in attendance
at services, or is attendance compulsory?
Hinduism— Devoted and faithful.
Confucianism— Voluntary and faithful.
Buddhism-- Volimtary attendance.
On the whole, faithful.
Mostly older people.
Judaism-- Faithful.
Islam-- Under the stress of present
nationalistic stresses the attendance
at mosque service becomes a symbol
of loyalty. In rural communities
daily prayer is very common.
Sikhism— Faithful, but not compulsory.
41. Do the followers of this religion worship idols?
Hinduism-- Yes, in temples and in homes.
Buddhism-- Yes, (One questionnaire
made this statement: ’’Not the
worship of idol itself but the
eternal reality represented by
the idols.")
Confucianism— Not originally.
Judaism— No. It is strictly forbidden.
Islam-- No, although there is among village
folk and women a veneration of
holy men,
Sikhism- No,
Taoism-- Yes, in temples and in homes,
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Is expression of praise part of the service?
Hinduism—Yes





45. Is silent meditation part of the service?
Yes, in all religions.









47. Do you think the service has become changed at si 1
during the last century?
Hinduism— Very little.
Confucianism— The influence of Taoism and
Buddhism has Changed modem Confucianism.
Buddhism-- It has become modernized in Japan
by introducing Sunday Schools,
women's organizations, and YTi^iE.A.
groups. It has modernized chief l^?-
to compete with Christian methods
of attracting yo\mg people.
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Islam— They have placed Icud speakers in
some of the mosques.
Sikhism.-- To some extent. They have copied
Christian communion in some groups.
Taoism-- No.
The remaining part of the questionnaire includes these
questions 2
For how long did you live among the believers of
this religion?
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In any conclusion concerning the worship of living
religions, the first recognizable fact is that there is
a wealth of worship material in all of them. Significantly
,
none of the twelve dead religions possessed anything that
might be called a scripture, while all of the eleven living
religions ^ have certain documents which to each respective
group contains divine truth.









Judaism-- The Law- Prophets and Sacred
Writings
Zoroastrianism— "Avesta"
Mohammedanl sm- - "Ko ra n"
Christianity-- "Bible"
The more exacting the study of the various religions
the more difficult it is to make exact comparisons.
One is reminded of the saying that "No general statement
is true, not even this one". There are very few elements
of worship which are universal in all religions, although
the spirit of some of these elements may be evident.
(For instance, the Mohammedans have no music as we know it
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in their services, but their recitation of prayers is
very musical, as is their call to prayer.)
The only aspect of all religions which finds an
exact counterpart in other faiths is that of silent
meditation. Also, they all have a definite place of
worship, although some religions emphasize individual
worship in those places more than they do corporate
worship. Even the seating of a congregation is not
universal custom.
In many religions there is no specific time for
worship— no special day and no special time of day.
The length of worship varies from a few minutes to
many hours-- and even all day and all nigiht during certain
festival occasions.
Apparently, posture is an important element in
worship. All religions do not agree on the proper
posture, but all make it an issue. The Mohammedans make
posture an essential part of worship, incorporating five
positions during a service of prayer.
Congregational participation is more rare than
usual. Only in Confucianism, (where meditation is the
worship) is prayer not an Integral part of the service.
And who can say that meditation is not really pr^ er?
Again, only in Confucianism is the reading of scripture
not a practice. The answer, of course, lies in the fact
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that many people feel that Confucianism is more a code
of ethics than it is a true religion.
Again we find a discrepancy in our list of imiversal
customs in the Confucianist lack of music. Of course,
many of the religions have music peculiarly their own
in a system of chanting. The Mohammedans have an interest
ing call to prayer which assumes the role of music.
The giving of gifts is a universal factor in all
religions, although many do not take up "collections”
as do the Christian churches.
Expression of praise is universal, with t he exception
of Confucianism. (Perhaps their meditation includes
much of praise.’)




4. Expression of praise
5. Giving of gifts
6. Certain postures
7. Prescribed places of worship
8. Silent Meditation
People who are interested in making universal
application of worship principles to their own Protestant
services would do well to understand and incorporate
the special emphasis of each religion in regard to these
ei^t factors. Any hope of unity in religious worship
must come from a concentration on the "spirit” sind not the
"ritual" or "ceremony" of different peoples.
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THESIS ABSTRACT
The Elements of Worship Common to Major
World Religions
In order to discover common elements in the
realm of worship, the term itself must be understood.
Various definitions from many sources help to clarify
this first step. After its importance and significance
have been noted, certain distinctions must be made be-
tween Individual and corporate worship-- between sub-
jective and objective worship.
Before the worship principles of the existing
religions may be analyzed, the setting of world worship
in the geographical sense of the word must give per-
spective. Certain vital statistics concerning the
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All of these foregoing facts affect the worship
principles of the eleven existing religions. However,
certain fundamental similarities are evident, although
customs and traditions sometimes seem to cloud the actual
Issues, On these similarities may we hope to base any
plans for a universally accepted conception of worship.
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4. Expression of Praise
5. Giving of gifts
6. Certain postures
7. Prescribed places of worship
8. Silent Isiieditation
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Today’s Cutlock
March, 1947
In a changing world a certain stability of
religions has always been a comforting thought. For
centuries the religions of today have remained unchanged,
or at most, have changed but in a sll^t degree.
Such a fact lends to the v/orld a distinctive sort of
serenity.
However, at the time this paper is being written,
great upheavals throu^out the v»rorld disturb the
continuity of any conclusions about v/orld religions.
There is a constant suspicion that what is written today
may not be true tonorrow. The influences of the last
war, the shifting of political boundaries, the effect
of modern thought on ancient religions, the idea that
’’the world is getting smaller" all these factors
play an Important part in the changing of religious emphasi
At the moment difficult adjustments are being
made in the Shinto religion. (Emperor worship was
abolished by General MacArthur. ) Hindus and Moslems
are fighting bitterly in the streets of many cities.
The caste system (the back-bone of Indian religions)
is being challenged, and "communal ism" is the vital issue
in India, In China the temples are falling into an

alarming state of decay. Among the world's surviving
Jews there is a growing devotion to the cause of Zionism.
Ghandi and his followers are encouraging reforms in
Hinduism. Certain Shinto sects are adopting beliefs parallel
to Christian Science.
On the other hand, the growth of Commimism is a real
challenge to organized religions everywhere. "It has
its sacred scriptures, its inspired revelators, its dogma,
its heresy trials, its excommunications, its saints, its
1
martyrs, its demonology, its ruling hierarchy;, its pope,
its consecrated priesthood, its missionaries, its prosely-
ting passion, its initiatory vows, its sacred shrines,
its apocalyptic future.... Thus understood. Communism
and Christianity become the real rival faiths of this
desperate time." (1)
"Everywhere among all races, in all cultures, men's
searching hands are stretching out to touch the portals
of a new world of faith.... Man nears the climactic crisis
of his desperation." (2) Surely, the time is ripe as never
before for the Gospel of the Kingdom to be preached to
all the world I
In the universal cauldron of men's minds great
changes are brewing. Who can say what the future will
bring?
3nlvlvnx;a e’bl'tow edJ gnonA .^booc lo e-ia^-ta gnionulfi
laeT fi e t Tieiru/rttmoO lo rl^woi3 ©/-(^ ^Jbaad •.©ricfo ©xii nO
sr.r{ :tl” . ©-laxivv^ev© sno^slle-i oJ- ©gnelliirio
^anr^ob aJ-i ^eiolaloven bs-T/qant * ,a0ii/^qJTpa bsioae etl
Eji ^ec^rJaa &;it ^enol ctaoi^ujiuaioox© a^Z .elslxj >;a©a©il e^Z
,eqoq eJ Z , el rl gnlijL;^ si i ^Yg.olcnoneb sit , K'l-ji'iiaa:
-^XesoTq ail ^selTijanotee tn eil ^boariissl-iq beianoeenox': ail
.seac'tas ts'iSB^e Bit ,awo7 'j-io.iali tat sit ,noIeer,q gnii
mslm/ramoO .booiaaebni/ si/fiT . . . . ©‘iirijj't oliqTcIaDoqa ait
slrli lo srfiie'l lavlt Xa-^a ©rii ©MooeJ
'fi tnalieliriO bna
s’aem .ss'iuili/o IX© nt ^aeosT XIa ^^noraa eTaffw^rrevH'*
aXai'ioq edi rioaoi oi Juo giiliioie'tie ©aa ebna/1 gntfioaBea
©lecT© ©iioanrtXo erii e-iaen naM ....rf.ixal lo bXaov* w©n a 'to
‘iQven aa ©ql-i el em U ©di (S) " . no lia'ieqaeii eld lo
oi berioaeiq ed oi raob^Jn!:-' Pdi Tto XeqeoC erii 'lo't eao'tad
. ©oneloS nalislarfO oi
(X) *'.©niti Piaaeqseb
Jblaow ©di- I la
ia©ag eJbnln s’rjsn lo noibli/ao las'is’/iru/ ©rii nl
XXt.y ©'xtfixf‘1 ©xli i edw ’^as nao orfW ©aa segnari©
?Siilid
From a personal standpoint, the writing of this
paper has been of inestimable value, -^s a church
musician it has broadened my purposes of musical ministry.
(I would seriously recommend the inclusion of a survey
course in comparative religions for every one who majors
in church music.) More vital than anything else has been
the growth of my own personal conception of religion
and spirituality as a result of this study.
References on Previous Page:
(1) Life Magazine. Article by Paul Hutchinson,
Religion Around the World March 10, 1947,
Volume 22, Number 10.
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APPENDIX
Fifimnle of Questionnaire
A SURVEY OF WORSHIP IN MAJOR WORLD RELIGIONS
Name of Religion
What are the places of v;orship called? (Church, temple, etc.)
Are these places located only in large communities?
Is there a so-called altar in the church or temple?
Are there accomodations for seating?
Can you give any other general information about the place
of worship? (Architecture, location, etc.)
Are there specific times for v;orship?
Is there a special day each Vv'eek sacred for v/orship?
At what time of day is their v/orshlp usually held?
Do the worshippers sit, stand, or kneel?
For how long do their services last?
V/hat are the leaders of this religion called? (Ministers,
priest s , etc .
)
How are these leaders chosen or appointed?
Is there an organization to take care of administrative duties
How are the leaders supported?
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Is the worship of this religion intended for group or
individual participation?
Who directs the group worship?
Does more than one person direct the service?
Is there a fixed liturgy for the service?
If so, are there printed copies of this liturgy?
Is there any congregational participation in any part of the
service ?
Is prayer part of the service?
Is reading of their scriptures part of the service?
Is there any exhortation or guidance given by the leaders?
(In other words, is there any part of the service comparable
to a sermon?)
Are there any fixed ceremonies? (Are there symbolic services
peculiar to their religion such as communion is to Christianity?)
Is muqic used in the service?
If sp, what Instruments are used?
Who does the singing? (Soloists, groups, priests?)
Do they ever have a director of music?
Does the congregation ever sing?
Do they ever have choirs?
Do women ever participate in the music or in any part of the
service ?
Do they actually sing the hymns found in their scriptures?
Upon what scale system is their music based?
Is their music really a system of chanting?
If so, is there printed music of these chants, or are they merely
remembered from generation to generation?
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Do the coininon people knov/ any of this music?
Does the music consist of merely one melody,- or does it have
harmony?
Is there a sharp difference between their church music and
their secular music?
Can you tell any more about the music?
On the whole, are the people faithful in attendance at services,
or is attendance compulsory?
Do the followers of this religion worship idols? (In their
homes, temples, or both?)
Is the making of sacrifices part of this religion?
Is giving of gifts part of their regular service?
Is expression of praise part of their service?
Is silent meditation part of their service?
Is confessipn pf sin and humility part of their service?
Do you ihink the service has become changed at all or modernized
during the last century?
Have the people adopted any V/estern customs into their methods
of worship?
General Remarks:
For hov; long did you live among the believers of this religion?
ViThere were you located during that time?
four name, please- and thanks
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APPENDIX B
gleanings from the scriptuiss of
EXISTING RELIGIONS
Hinduism
’^Divine, resplendent Pushan, this our newest
hymn of eulogy
By us is chanted forth to thee.
Accept with favour this my song, be gracious
to the earnest thought.
Even as a bridegroom to his bride,
May he, may Pushan be our help,
May we attain that excellent glory of Savitar
the god;
So may he stimulate our prayers.
With understanding, earnestly, of Savitar the
god v;e crave
Our portion of prosperity.
Men, singers, worship Savitar the god with
hymn and holy rites.
Urged by the Impulse of their thoughts,
"Sing forth a hymn sublime and solemn,”
"The riches of the liberal never waste away,
while he who will not give finds none
to comfort him,"
"Through faith is oblation offered up, W'e
celebrate with praises faith upon the
hel^t of happiness. Bless thou the
liberal worshippers; bless thou the
word that I have said."
ttReflection is better than consideration. The
earth reflects, as it were, and thus
does the sky, the heaven, the water,
the mountains, gods and men. Therefore
those who among men obtain greatness
here on earth, seem to have obtained a
part of the object of reflection
(because they shov/ a certain repose of
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people are alv/ays quarelling, abusive,
and slandering, great men seem to have
obtained a part of the rev;ard of reflection.
Meditate on reflection."
”He who has perceived that which is without
sound, without touch, without fom, without
decay, without taste, eternal, without
smell, without beginning, without end,
beyond the Great, and unchangeable, is
freed from the jaws of death."
"There is more happiness in doing one’s own
law without excellence than in doing
another's law well."
"There is more bliss in sacrifice of knowledge
than in sacrifice of substance."
"Most excellent is he whose understanding is
indifferent alike to the friend, the lover,
the enemy, the indifferent, the one
facing both ways, the hateful, and the
kinsman, alike to the good and the evil."
Buddhism
"Mind it is which gives to things their quality,
their foundation, and their being."
"Those who mistake the shadow for the substance,
and the substance for the shadow, never
attain the reality."
"By strenuous effort, by self-control, "by
temperance, let the wise man make for him>*
self an island which the flood cannot
overwhelm.
"
"There is no meditation apart from wisdom: there
is no wisdom apart from meditation."
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Confucianl sm
"Those who know the truth are not equal to
those v/ho love it, and they who love
it are not equal to those who delight
in it.”
"There were four things from which the Master
was entirely free. He had no foregone
conclusions, no arbitrary predetermin-
ation, no obstinacy, and no egoism.”
"There are three friendships which are advan-
tageous, and three which are injurious.
Friendship with the upri^t; friendship
with the sincere; and friendship with
the man of much observation:— these are
advantageous. Friendship with the man
of specious airs; friendship with the
insinuatingly soft; and friendship with
the glib-tongued— these are injurious."
"To be able to practice five things everyv^ere
under heaven constitutes perfect virtue.
He begged to ask what they v/ere, and
was told, 'Gravity, generosity of soul,
sincerity, earnestness, and kindness.
If you are grave, you will not be treat-^
ed with disrespect. If you are gen-
erous, you will win all. If you are
sincere, people will repose trust in you.
If you are earnest, you will accomplish
much. If you are kind, this v/ill enable
you to employ the services of others."
"There is the love of being benevolent without
the love of learning:-- the beclouding here
leads to a foolish simplicity. There is
the love of knov:ing without the love of
learning:— the beclouding here leads to
dissipation of mind. There is the love
of being sincere without the love of
learning:— the beclouding here leads to
an injurious disregard of consequences.
There is the love of straightforwardness
without the love of learning:-- the
beclouding here leads to rudeness. There
is the love of boldness without the love
of learning:— the beclouding here leads
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to insubordination. There is the love
of firmness without the love of learning:
-
the beclouding here leads to extravagant
conduct.’*
Great as the Universe is, man with the infinite
moral nature in him is never satisfied.
For there is nothing so great but the
mind of the moral man can conceive of
something still greater which nothing
in the world can hold. There is nothing
so small but the mind of moral man can
conceive of something still smaller
which nothing in the v^orld can split."
Happiness and misfortune are alv/ays of man's
own seeking."
Heaven-sent calamities you may stand up against,
but you cannot survive those brought
on by yourself."
If you love others but are not loved in return,
examine your own feeling of benevolence.
If you try to govern others and do not
succeed, turn inwards and examine your
wisdom. If you treat others with courtesy
but evoke no response, examine your
inward feeling of respect. Whenever our
actions fail to produce the effect de-
sired, we should look for the cause in
ourselves. For when a man is inwardly
correct, the world will not be slcv; in
paying him homage."
"A man must insult himself before others will.
A family must begin to destroy Itself
before others do so. A State must smite
itself before it is smitten from without."
"T^e great man is one who has never lost the heart
of a child."
"The great man makes no effort to be sincere in
his speech nor resolute in his acts: he
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’’Words concerned with the near, yet pointing
far away, are good v/ords . Principles
concentrating on the essential, yet
wide of application, are good principles.
”Ke that finds instructors for himself, comes to
the supreme dominion; he who says that
others are not equal to himself, cones
to ruin. He v;ho likes to put questions,
becomes enlarged; he who uses only his
own views, becomes smaller. OhJ he who
would take care for the end must be
attentive to the beginning!”
’’Good men are a fence;
The multitudes of the people are a wall;
Great states are screens;
Great families are buttresses.”
Taoism
’’Now there are three things which I regard as
precious, which I grasp and prize.
The first is compassion; the second is
frugality; the third is not venturing to
take precedence of others— modesty.
I prized canpassion; therefore I am able
to be fearless. I prize frugality;
therefore I am able to be liberal. I
prize modesty; therefore I am able to
become a leader of men. But men of the
present day abandon compassion, yet aim
at valiancy; they abandon frugality, yet
aim at being liberal; they abandon
modesty, yet aim at leadership. This
is death to them.”
’’When the heart’s core is pure and real, and
carried back to its proper qualities, we
have Music; v;hen this sincerity appears
in all the range of the capacity, and its
demonstrations are in accordance with
what is elegant, we have Ceremony. If
Ceremonies and Music are carried out in
-
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an iinperfect and one-sided manner, the
world is thrown into confusion.”
Zoroastrianism
”If I have offended thee, whether by thcni^t,
or word, or deed, whether by act of will,
or v/ithcut intent or wish, I earnestly
make up the deficiency of this in praise
of thee,”
Shinto Written on a Shinto shrine:
"When the sky is clear, and the v/ind
hums in the fir-trees, *tis the heart
of a God who thus reveals himself,”
Kohammedani an
”The most excellent of all actions is to befriend
any one on God's account.”
"Verily a liberal ignorant man is more beloved
by God than a niggardly v/orshipper. ”
"Think not that any good act is contemptible,
though it be but your brother's coming
to you with an open countenance and
good humour."
"A martyr shall be pardoned every fault but debt."
"Give the laborer his wage before his perspiration
be dry.”
"The world and all things in it are valuable,
but the most valuable thing in t he world
is a virtuous woman."
"I have not left any calamity
than woman."
more hurtful to man
"Verily the best of women are those who are con-
tent with little.”
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"Age is a pain without a remedy,"
"Meekness and shame are two branches of faith,
and vain talking and embellishing are two
branches of hypocrisy,”
"Vvhoso pursueth the road of knowledge, God will
direct him to the road of Paradise; and
verily the angels spread their ams to
receive him 'fih.o seeketh after knowledge; and
everything in heaven and earth will ask grace
for him; and verily the superiority of a
learned man over a mere worshipper is like
that of the full moon over all the stars,"
"The best person near God is the best amongst his
friends: and the best of neighbors near
God is the best person in his ov/ti nei^bor-
hood,
"
These sayings were chosen from
The Sacred Writings of the World’s Great Religions
Selected and Edited by S.E,Frost, Jr,
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